As obligate tool users, humans habitually reconfigure resource distributions on landscapes. Such resource restructuring would have played a nontrivial role in shaping hunter-gatherer mobility decisions and emergent land-use patterns. This paper presents a model of hunter-gatherer mobility in which the habitual deposition of material resources at places on landscapes biases the future mobility decisions of energy-optimizing foragers. Thus foragers effectively construct the environments to which they adapt. With the aid of an agent-based model, this simple niche-construction model is used to deduce four predictions for emergent structure in hunter-gatherer settlement patterns. The predictions are tested against archaeological data from a hunter-gatherer settlement system in the Lake Titicaca Basin, Peru, 7,000-5,000 cal BP. Good agreement is found between the predicted and empirical patterns, demonstrating the model's efficacy and suggesting a behavioral explanation for structural properties of hunter-gatherer settlement systems. The nicheconstruction behavior and its self-organized properties may have been key components in the emergence of socioeconomic complexity in human societies.
Human mobility ranging from immobility to hypermobility is fundamental to the human experience. Mobility affects individual health, resource access, and social interaction across a continuum of spatial, temporal, demographic, and cultural scales (Kuhn, Raichlen, and Clark 2016; Salazar and Smart 2011) . As important and pervasive a theme as it has become, studies of prehistoric mobility have a seemingly paradoxical element. Archaeologists cannot observe movement per se. Rather, they make inferences about mobility based on the spatial locations of materials that people carried and discarded, intentionally or unintentionally. Conclusions about movement are therefore typically grounded in more or less static distributions of debris on contemporary landscapes. This paper is specifically concerned with the decisions that mobile foragers, or hunter-gatherers, make about where to move on landscapes and how we can broadly recognize such mobility decisions in fragmentary records of cultural materials that were deposited by humans as they moved across ancient landscapes.
Anthropological studies of forager mobility based on archaeological and ethnographic information have largely emphasized external drivers of mobility decisions. They have shown that natural resource structure accounts for many dimensions of forager mobility and land-use patterns. Environmental proxies such as biomass productivity, precipitation, temperature, and latitude are demonstrably successful in predicting population size, residential move frequency, residential move distances, territory size, group size, and technology across broad environmental gradients (e.g., Binford 1990 Binford , 2001 Elston, Zeanah, and Codding 2014; Grove 2009 Grove , 2010 Jochim 1976; Kelly 2013; Kelly et al. 2013; Morgan 2009a; E. A. Smith 1981; Thomas 1972 Zeanah 2002 Zeanah , 2004 . The patch choice model offers a particularly elegant example (Bettinger, Garvey, and Tushingham 2015; Bird and O'Connell 2006; Kelly 2013) . It posits that individuals tend to exploit the most calorically productive resource patch until return rates drop below that of the next most productive patch (accounting for travel between patches), at which time individuals should move. Another related example is the ideal free distribution model, which generally posits that human populations will occupy the richest ecological territories first and iteratively fill less desirable territories as populations grow (Winterhalder et al. 2010) .
Despite their explanatory successes, environmentally based models of human movement are incomplete predictors of the archaeological record. In particular, the sizes, locations, and occupation spans of archaeological sites often exhibit much greater variation within environmental contexts than conventional models might lead us to expect. Previous studies show that hunter-gatherer settlement size is extremely variable. review of 339 ethnographic hunter-gatherer groups observes group-size variation over six orders of magnitude. similarly observed extreme site size variation in the settlement systems of prehistoric hunter-gatherers in the New World. They showed that such variation is consistent with power law statistical structure, wherein the largest sites are extremely large but extremely rare and the smallest sites extremely common. Although localized natural resources such as springs, rockshelters, or raw material localities likely account for at least some of the largest settlements, there are often scalar mismatches between settlement size and resource availability. Seemingly identical environments can exhibit wildly different occupational intensities.
A number of empirical observations on large, open-air hunter-gatherer sites support this general pattern. Among ubiquitous small sites are rare sites exhibiting extreme occupation intensity. Hunter-gatherers occupied the coastal site of La Paloma for more than 3 millennia from 7,800 to 4,700 cal BP (Benfer 1999) . The highlands site of Asana was occupied for more than 7 millennia from 10,500 to 3,500 cal BP (Aldenderfer 1998) . North American hunter-gatherers also appear to have reoccupied open-air sites over long time spans. The Tenderfoot site in the Gunnison Basin of Colorado was reoccupied many times, with feature dates spanning more than 7 millennia from 8,600 to 1,400 cal BP (Stiger 2001:157) . The Paleo-Indian site of Hell Gap was used for at least 3,000 years between 11,000 and 8,000 years ago (Larson, Kornfeld, and Frison 2009) . Artifact distribution and site size analyses of Paleo-Indian sites in the Rocky Mountains and Great Plains suggest long-term reoccupation of some open-air sites (Andrews, LaBelle, and Seebach 2008; LaBelle 2010) . In the US southeast, the Poverty Point site was used for at least 3 millennia from approximately 6,000 to 3,000 cal BP (Ortmann 2010) . The nearby Watson Brake site was used for at least 500 years from 5,500 to 5,000 cal BP (Saunders et al. 1997 (Saunders et al. , 2005 . In southern Africa, evidence suggests that the hunter-gatherer site of Likoaeng was in use for more than 2 millennia from 3,300 to 1,200 cal BP . Archaeologists can usually point to natural resources that drew occupants to the general area, but rarely is it possible to explain why some particular location within broader environmental constraints was intensively used while seemingly identical locations nearby were virtually ignored.
An array of systemic and postdepositional processes-including group size, occupation span, erosion and burial, collection bias, looting, and localized resource patches-are often evoked to account for such variation (Grøn 2012; Schiffer 1987 ). Yet such interpretations are often post hoc and thus offer limited predictive power. One potential response would be to construct extremely complicated models of site formation that integrate the wide array of endogenous and exogenous variables that conceivably affect site formation with the hope of arriving at a satisfactory level of predictive utility. Alternatively, we might concede that many of the social and environmental contingencies that go into settlement location and occupation intensity are largely beyond archaeological detection and satisfactory explanation. This paper examines a possibility between those extremes by modeling the structure of variation among forager site sizes within a given environmental context. While we do not attempt to explain the size of any particular archaeological site, we attempt to explain the distribution of site sizes within a given hunter-gatherer settlement system within a given environment. What we will show is that forager site size variation can be surprisingly structured and entails mobility decisions with preferential attachment to culturally constructed places on landscapes.
We begin with the premise that knowing a prehistoric forager's motivation for initially occupying a novel point within some environmental context is partially, if not wholly, unknowable. The contingencies that go into specific site selection may be quite complicated, historically contingent, and ephemeral. Nonetheless, subsequent site selection may be relatively predictable if we consider that foragers tend to reoccupy previously occupied locations. John Yellen (1977) observed that !Kung logistic-foraging groups habitually reused previous camps to take advantage of existing brush structures. Similar observations have been made among Australian foragers (Tindale 1972; Wandsnider 1992) . A more explicit treatment of this type of site reoccupation behavior is found in Lewis Binford's Archaeology of Place. Binford (1982) stated that, "aside from certain 'absolute' characteristics of biogeography within the region, there is always a 'cultural geography' " (emphasis in original; 6). The difficulty of defining archaeological site types led Binford to propose that mixed assemblages could be understood as the reuse of places for varied purposes during different times of year. He observed that Nunamiut sites once used as logistical camps could become residential camps at later times, and vice versa (see also Schiffer 1975:260) .
Putting such theoretical observations to work may seem problematic for two major reasons. First, cultural geographies tend to be assumed rather than explicitly grounded in higherlevel theory. Binford, for example, does not specify why foragers should reuse previous site locations, though the underlying logic is ostensibly pragmatic reuse of artifacts and features. Second, testing for relationships between human behavior and environmental structure that is created by that very human behavior presents a seemingly circular analytical challenge. More conventional analyses do not suffer from such a problem because forager behavior and natural environments are considered independent phenomena. What is required to put the concept of cultural geographies to work in archaeological research is (1) an explicit theoretical umbrella that makes sense of why mobile foragers should ever reoccupy specific locations on landscapes and (2) a formal model and analytical tools to generate archaeologically testable predictions for mobility in cultural geographies.
homeostasis. Implements and constructions of stone, fiber, shell, bone, skin, and earth are used to regulate body temperature, obtain calories, court, parent, and otherwise interact with environments and other individuals. Given the constant requirement of tools, search-and-handling costs involved in obtaining the requisite materials and modifying them into useful objects fundamentally affect human fitness. Individuals who can minimize such costs can put the time savings to work in more direct fitness pursuits. One way that foragers can minimize the costs of tool use is through the organization of mobility (Kuhn 1995) . Foragers may make logistical trips for the expressed purpose of obtaining raw materials-a relatively expensive means of procuring materials. Or they may offset acquisition costs by embedding raw material procurement in mobility routines centered on more direct fitness pursuits (Brantingham 2003) .
Another mode of material procurement entails the reuse of places where cultural materials were previously deposited. Kuhn (1995) argued that when residential moves are infrequent and occupation durations long, foragers should "provision places" with materials in anticipation of returning to those locations. When residential mobility is high, in contrast, emphasis should be placed on "provisioning people" with transportable and reliable materials. This model assumes an element of planning. To provision places, foragers must know they are likely to return to those places.
Here we consider the possibility that some basic level of site reoccupation ought to occur even in the absence of explicit planning. The habitual use of tools necessarily results in the rearrangement of resources across landscapes. Assuming that at least some of the materials retain utility after use and deposition, the locations of deposition can become de facto resource patches. Subsequent foragers can reduce material search-andhandling costs by recycling those locations and their associated concentrations of abandoned artifacts and features (Barkai, Lemorini, and Vaquero 2015; Camilli and Ebert 1992; Holdaway, Wandsnider, and Rhodes 2008; Schlanger 1992; Wandsnider 1992) . In other words, simply by moving, modifying, and depositing materials on landscapes, people actively construct the ecological niches to which they adapt. This basic rationale is consistent with the concept of ecological niche construction, which encourages us to consider not only how exogenous environmental factors influence the adaptive responses of organisms but also how they adapt to the very environments that they themselves create (Broughton, Cannon, and Bartelink 2010; Kendal, Tehrani, and Odling-Smee 2011; Laland and O'Brien 2010) .
This notion of site reuse may seem trivial, but as we will show, it generates surprising macroscale structure, with implications for archaeological settlement patterns and emergent complexity in human societies. Such macroscale properties self-organize from recursive mobility patterns. If a brush hut, grinding slab, storage pit, and flaked stone are present at some location within a foraging patch at year one and those features and materials retain some utility, then a future forager exploiting the same ecological patch in subsequent years could gain some benefit by reusing that location. In doing so, the forager is likely to further improve the location by investing additional energy into infrastructure and abandoning more materials with residual utility. These improvements would further enhance the draw of the location, subsidizing additional use of the location, and so on and so forth in recursive fashion. Foragers can thus become locked into using otherwise unexceptional locations on landscapes generating remarkable accumulations of person-hours of occupation and material deposition. Meanwhile, other seemingly equivalent locations may experience little or no occupation.
Such feedback loops in site reuse could be quite persistent as well. Culturally deposited materials may lose utility by natural decay, consumption, or economic obsolescence, but serial deposition of materials or the deposition of relatively durable materials could be expected to continually draw individuals to a specific location as long as those materials remain relevant to the socioeconomic system, which in many cases could extend for hundreds or thousands of years, if the lengths of archaeological periods offer any indication. Accordingly, this conceptual model offers a working hypothesis for why the intrinsic environmental properties of a given location alone may not be able to account for an observed intensity of human occupation. The hypothesis suggests instead that it may be a locality's constructed properties that largely determine occupation intensity and thus artifact density.
Of course, it is logically impossible that all mobility decisions are constrained by the landscape alterations of previous foragers. Initial occupations of locations are necessary. Natural resource opportunities, resource depletion, and competition encourage the abandonment of some locations and occupation of novel locations on landscapes. Historical contingenciessuch as point of entry into a resource patch or encounters with mobile prey-are expected to condition where initial occupations fall. But though the initial occupation may begin as a quirk of history, humans may add to the attraction of the place through subsequent alterations that increase its future attractiveness and elevate its prominence over other seemingly equivalent locations. Thus small differences in the initial conditions of site use and reuse can lead to radically different outcomes in overall occupation intensity of particular places on landscapes.
This working model of forager mobility is nondeterministic in the sense that it does not predict absolute locations or sizes of particular settlements-properties that are instead expected to be highly sensitive to initial conditions (sensu Bentley and Maschner 2008; Brown, Witschey, and Liebovitch 2005; Lansing 2003; Lansing and Downey 2011) . The recursive behavior of the model explicitly acknowledges path dependence and shifts emphasis away from absolutes toward structural variation or relational patterns among entities. The model is thus a neutral model (Bell 2001; Hahn and Bentley 2003; Kimura 1985) , suggesting that aspects of settlement size variation can be understood as a stochastic process under the fundamental behavioral constraints of tool use, mobility, and energetic optimization. The model is conceptually consistent with Binford's (1982) cultural geographies but departs by suggesting an evolutionary underpinning for site reoccupation. It is also theoretically consistent with Kuhn's (1995) provisioning of places model but offers a generalized form that suspends the assumption of planning. The current model considers how three basic behaviors-obligate tool use, mobility, and energy optimizationinteract to give rise to extreme variation in the use of particular places on landscapes. The task at hand, then, is translating this simple conceptual model of forager mobility in constructed environments into archaeologically testable predictions.
Generating Model Predictions
Some of the test implications for the working model of forager mobility in constructed environments are readily deduced from simple logical arguments as identified by Binford (1982) . Multiple occupations and functionally mixed artifact assemblages should be expected. Other expectations may not be so readily apparent given the conceptually intractable nature of recursive processes. The emergent properties of recursive behaviors can be quite surprising and nonintuitive. Nonetheless, the recursive nature of the model can be expected to produce distinct structural properties that may be observable in the archaeological record. Such properties can be deduced with the help of agentbased models (ABM). ABM is a computational method specifically designed to explore how iterated microlevel behaviors give rise to macrolevel structure, or emergent properties (Bankes 2002; Premo 2006) .
We present an ABM that operationalizes the conceptual model described in the previous section by predicting quantitative patterns in the spatial distributions of cultural materials deposited by foragers whose mobility decisions are biased toward previously deposited materials. In the ABM, a single virtual forager initially occupies a random location on a pristine landscape ( fig. 1 ). At each time step, the forager (a) deposits a unit of material culture on the landscape and (b) makes a decision about where to reside next. With probability m, the forager decides to reside at the position of a previously deposited material. Higher values of m reflect greater probability that a given occupation decision will be determined by the location of a previously deposited material. For example, if m equals 0.95, there is a 95% chance at any given time step that the virtual forager will occupy the location of a culturally deposited material.
To keep the model simple, the target material is selected at random from the population of previously deposited materials. This is not to suggest that a forager's material choices are actually random. To the contrary, the use of a random model behavior suggests that an individual's material choice may be so Figure 1 . Graphical user interface for agent-based model implementation of the working niche-construction model of forager mobility. Each small yellow circle in the model world (right) represents forager-deposited material. This example shows a model run after the deposition of 495 sites in 10,000 time steps, or ticks. All agent-based models are created using the NetLogo programming language (Wilensky 1999) . A color version of this figure is available online. complicated and contingent as to be appropriately modeled as a random process. In some instances, the material that the virtual forager selects is at the forager's current residential site, in which case, the forager simply continues to occupy the same location. In other instances, the targeted material is located elsewhere in the model space, requiring a residential move.
The probability that an occupation decision is not determined by the location of a previously deposited material is simply 1 2 m. In such instances, the virtual forager moves their residence to a previously unoccupied location on the virtual landscape. For example, if m p 0.95, then there is a 5% chance that the virtual forager will occupy a novel location at any given time step. To simulate a single ecological zone and isolate the effects of the niche-construction behavior, exogenous natural resources within an environmental context are assumed to be randomly distributed on the virtual landscape. Again, this is not to suggest that real-world natural resource distributions are necessarily random. Rather, it is assumed that within-patch resource locations, their interception and the foragers' decision to pursue them may be so complicated and contingent as to be appropriately modeled as random.
It is difficult to know a priori what range of biases, m, are plausible. We can readily imagine that a forager's bias toward previously deposited cultural materials would depend on a number of factors. In environments where resource availability is limited, foragers could be expected to rely more heavily on previously deposited resources, thus requiring a model with a relatively high value of m. In resource-rich environments, we might expect that forager land use is less influenced by previously deposited cultural materials, thus requiring a model with a relatively low value of m. We therefore explore a range of m values, including a strong case (m p 0.95), a moderate case (m p 0.50), and a weak case (m p 0.05) of niche-construction behavior. Higher values indicate a stronger pull to previously deposited materials, while lower values indicate a stronger pull to novel locations.
As virtual materials are deposited on the model landscape, their positions are altered slightly to model the physical reality that materials are unlikely to occupy the exact same horizontal space. The direction of the displacement is drawn at random from a uniform distribution. Following from the ethnoarchaeological findings of Surovell and O'Brien (2016) , the distance of artifact displacement follows an inverse distance function, such that the probability of an object being deposited at a given distance from the center of occupation is proportionate to 1/distance. Thus it is extremely common for materials to be deposited near the previously abandoned objects and rare for materials to be deposited at extreme distances. The model world is a torus, so that material displacements that extend beyond the model boundary simply cross into the opposite boundary. This modeling strategy mitigates boundary effects. Time steps, or ticks, are in arbitrary units. Table 1 presents the fundamental elements of the NetLogo (Wilensky 1999) programming code with explanations, and the full code is presented as a supplement to this paper. Figure 2 illustrates spatial outcomes under the three degrees of mobility bias, m.
It should be noted that the model's use of a single forager serves to provide interpretive tractability. Additional foragers or forager groups could be included, but such added complexity would produce the same result given the model behaviors. This analysis wishes to hold such complexities aside in order to explore niche-construction behavior without the interpretive ambiguities that can arise with increased model complexity.
In sum, the simple working ABM for forager mobility posits that a forager continually decides where to reside on a virtual landscape, and that decision is biased to varying degrees by the location of previously deposited cultural materials. While the forager moves through the virtual landscape, it deposits cultural materials at a constant rate. The resultant distribution of those materials are then evaluated and used to predict structural properties of occupation intensity distributions.
Archaeological Predictions
In this section, we use the working niche-construction model of forager mobility and the associated ABM to deduce four predictions for structural properties of archaeological site occupation intensities. For the ABM, simulations are run until The recursive behavior intrinsic to the working nicheconstruction model anticipates a highly skewed distribution of person-hours among sites, such that most sites experience low use, while few sites experience extremely high use. The basic reason for this expectation is that once a site is used early in a simulation, it will tend to attract subsequent use. Meanwhile, foragers continually create new sites in the pursuit of opportunities elsewhere. Newer sites are less likely to experience reoccupation due to the simple fact that they have not had the time to accumulate the material resources that attract reoccupation. Thus the attractiveness of a location is not due to its intrinsic value. The virtual forager is simply selecting artifacts at random from the total pool of artifacts in the system. The attractiveness of a place instead emerges from the low-level decisions of a forager who is optimizing their use of a socionatural landscape. The generic process just described is well known in statistical physics and goes by terms including preferential attachment, the Matthew effect, the Pareto process, and the rich-get-richer process (Mitzenmacher 2001; Newman 2005) . Preferential attachment is known to give rise to highly right-skewed distributions termed power law distributions, in which the smallest observations are most frequent and the largest observations are extremely large and rare. The probability distribution of a power law function takes the form f(x) ∝ x 2a , where x is some variable and a is a scaling parameter. We use the ABM to demonstrate the link between the working niche-construction behavior and power law structure in the distribution of artifacts across geographic space. Figure 3 illustrates the statistical shape of the expected distribution of artifacts among sites created by foragers moving through constructed environments. Three degrees of material bias (m p 0.95, 0.5, and 0.05) are used to generate quantitative predictions, each producing 1,000 virtual archaeological sites with material counts. Sample sizes of 70 sites are drawn from each simulated settlement pattern to facilitate comparison with the archaeological case study of the same sample size, which will be described below, and this is repeated 1,000 times. Three data visualization techniques are presented-a standard histogram, a histogram of log-transformed values, and a cumulative mass function (CMF) plot with logarithmic axes.
The modeled distributions all share several key features. The standard histograms are highly right skewed (i.e., heavy tailed), the histograms of the log-transformed values are moderately right skewed, and the CMF plots reveal log-linear structure. These qualitative features are commonly used to detect power law structure (Bentley, Hahn, and Shennan 2004; Newman 2005) . Accordingly, if the archaeological artifact distributions result from the posited niche-construction behavior, we should expect to observe the same qualitative features in artifact-persite counts.
While such qualitative properties are useful for initial assessment of statistical structure, they are insufficient to confidently identify the presence or absence of power law structure. Small sample sizes, for example, can result in the erroneous identification of plausible power law fits if not checked against more rigorous procedures. We therefore use the methods described by Clauset, Shalizi, and Newman (2009) and Edwards et. al. (2007) to determine whether a power law model is statistically plausible and parsimonious relative to alternative statistical models of comparable simplicity (i.e., those that have few free parameters). The method proceeds as follows: First, we decide on a set of candidate statistical models that could conceivably describe the data. The choice of models follows from Figure 2 . Environment of the agent-based model and the effect of the material culture bias, m, on artifact dispersion. Note that higher values of m generate higher degrees of material clustering. A color version of this figure is available online. subjective assessment of statistical shape, theoretical reasoning, or the suggestions of previous research. Here we consider Poisson, geometric, and zeta power law models because each pertains to discrete data, and previous research has either explicitly or implicitly suggested that they could characterize variation in human settlement size variation or in phenomena that have similar underlying mechanics (Brown, Liebovitch, and Glendon 2006; Brown and Witschey 2003; Clauset, Shalizi, and Newman 2009; Hahn and Bentley 2003) .
Second, we solve for best-fit parameters for each of the candidate models using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Third, we determine whether the observed data could have plausibly come from each of the best-fit statistical models. The method of determining statistical plausibility uses KolmogorovSmirnov (KS) D statistic and Monte Carlo simulation of synthetic data sets as described by Clauset, Shalizi, and Newman (2009) . A given model is rejected if there is a 10% chance or less (p ≤ .10) of deriving the ABM data from a given best-fit statistical model. Fourth, if two or more models are statistically plausible, we use Akaike information criteria (AIC) weights to decide whether any are more parsimonious than the others. Those that generate high AIC weights (w 1 0.10) are considered parsimonious relative to the alternatives. Models that generate low AIC weights (w ≤ 0.10) are rejected. All calculations were performed in the R statistical computing language (R Core Team 2013), and all code can be found in .
The statistical structure of each of the three sets of ABM results was characterized using the methods just described. For a given case of 1,000 ABM-generated sites, the tests were bootstrapped 1,000 times, each time drawing a sample of 70 sites (the sample size of the archaeological case study below) to explore the range of potential outcomes due to statistical chance. The results indicate that power law models offer plausible and parsimonious fits to the simulated data in the majority of tests for the cases of high (m p 0.95) and medium (m p 0.50) degrees of niche construction. When m p 0.95, 80% of the results are Figure 3 . Predicted distributions for material count variation among sites in hunter-gatherer settlement systems. Each column presents a different graphical summary, including a standard histogram (left), histogram of log-transformed data (center), and cumulative mass plot with logarithmic axes (right). Each row represents a different degree of niche-construction bias, m. All three cases share the same qualitative properties. The standard histograms are highly right skewed. The histograms of log-transformed data are moderately right skewed. The cumulative mass function plots are approximately log linear. These qualitative properties are all consistent with power law structure. ABM p agent-based model. consistent with power law models, 1% are consistent with Poisson models, none are consistent with geometric models, and 19% fail to identify a plausible model. When m p 0.50, 84% of the results are consistent with power law structure, 1% are consistent with Poisson models, none are consistent with geometric models, and 15% fail to identify a plausible model. When m p 0.05, none of the statistical models fit the simulated data.
The posited niche-construction behavior therefore predicts that artifact-per-site distributions should be statistically consistent with power law statistical models and inconsistent with Poisson and geometric statistical models when nicheconstruction behavior is moderate or high. In other words, if we find that archaeological site-based artifact counts are consistent with a power law statistical model and more parsimonious than the alternatives, the prediction is supported. Conversely, if we find that Poisson or geometric models are plausible and more parsimonious, then the current prediction is rejected. If a given empirical case is inconsistent with all three statistical models, conclusion is indeterminate.
Prediction 2: Site Size Varies Independently of Localized Natural Resources
Although localized natural resources such as springs, raw material quarries, and rockshelters certainly attract highoccupation intensity, the niche-construction model explored here adds that we should also expect site size variation holding such environmental variables constant and even in the absence of such localized resources. In other words, we should expect large and small sites in the presence of localized natural resources, and we should expect large and small sites in the absence of localized natural resources. This follows from the premise that within a natural resource patch, hunter-gatherers effectively construct subpatches with site improvements and the deposition of usable materials. Conversely, the null prediction is that larger sites should tend to be associated with localized natural resources, while smaller sites should not be (Jochim 1981:155-159) .
Prediction 3: Artifact Quantity Covaries Partially with Occupation Span
As a result of the feedback behavior posited for the working niche-construction model, foragers are expected to become locked into reusing places on the landscape. Meanwhile, the model posits that new sites are continually created as foragers occupy novel locations to exploit natural resources independently of culturally deposited materials. As a result, the most material-rich sites should always exhibit long occupation spans that approach the full temporal range of a settlement system's existence, while those of small sites should vary widely, such that some small sites exhibit short occupation spans while others exhibit long occupation spans. To be clear, occupation span simply refers to the difference between the first and last occupations. It does not speak to how occupation is distributed within that span-that is, whether the occupation is continuous or discontinuous.
The ABM can be used to illustrate this expectation. The simulation shown in figure 1 , with m p 0.95, serves as the example. For this test, the model was run until 1,000 sites were deposited. Figure 4 shows occupation spans for each simulated site plotted as a function of material count. As reasoned above, the sites with fewer artifacts-those toward the left side of the plot-tend to exhibit more variation in occupation span than sites with many artifacts, which tend to exhibit longer occupation spans that approach the full duration of the simulation.
An ideal archaeological test of prediction 3 would involve comparison of site occupation spans and artifact counts for many sites in a given settlement system. Such robust archaeological inventories are difficult to muster. However, it may be possible to partially test the prediction by examining the occupation spans of the most artifact-rich sites in a given settlement system. Without ecological inheritance or highly localized natural resources, such as with a fission-fusion model of mobility, there would be little reason for hunter-gatherers to return to a specific location after abandonment. Given the assumption that mobile foragers move at least once per year and often more frequently (Kelly 2013 ), any such site should represent only a single occupation lasting no more than a year. For sites that are not clearly attached to some localized resource such as a spring or rockshelter, chronometric analysis of archaeological sites should tend to reveal short occupation spans in which the error terms of all chronometric data overlap one another. Conversely, the working model predicts that the occupation spans of rare sites, particularly the most artifact-rich sites, should cover multiple human generations up to the full duration of a settlement Figure 4 . Hypothesized partial relationship between site occupation span and material quantity. Material-rich sites are expected to have long occupation spans that approach the full duration of the settlement system's existence, while material-poor sites have variable occupation spans. The graphic was generated from an agentbased model (ABM) trial that produced 1,000 sites and used a material bias, m, of 0.95. system's existence. This pattern could be expected to occur in both exceptional and unexceptional natural resource locations.
Prediction 4: Site Area Variation Follows a Lognormal Distribution
The working niche-construction model holds implications for site area variation in hunter-gatherer settlement systems as well. Again, the recursive nature of the niche-construction model makes it difficult to use simple logic to predict the expected size distribution. ABM is therefore used to deduce expected structure. Site area distributions are simulated for strong, moderate, and weak values of m, using inverse-distance-weighted artifactdisplacement functions. All results reveal qualitatively similar structure. Figure 5 summarizes the simulation results with histograms. The qualitative structure is consistent with lognormal and power law distributions-the standard histogram is highly right skewed, the histogram of log-transformed values is approximately normal, and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) plot with logarithmic axes is generally straight with slight upward convexity.
The more rigorous quantitative methods reveal that lognormal distributions are favored. When m is .95, lognormal site area distributions are favored in 50% of the simulated site samples and power law models in 3%. Forty-seven percent of simulations did not produce a plausible fit to any of the statistical models considered. When m is .50, lognormal site area distributions are favored in 55% of the simulated site samples and power law models in 4%. Forty-one percent of simulations did not produce a plausible fit to any of the statistical models considered. When m is .05, none of the statistical models were found to offer plausible fits to the data. Normal and exponential models were never found to offer plausible fits to the data. Accordingly, given the working niche-construction model, we should expect archaeological site area distributions in huntergatherer settlement systems to be consistent with lognormal Figure 5 . Distributions generated by an agent-based model (ABM) for site area variation in hunter-gatherer settlement systems using an exponential artifact displacement function. Each column presents a different graphical summary, including a standard histogram (left), histogram of log-transformed data (center), and cumulative density function (CDF) plot on logarithmic axes (right). Each row represents different degrees of niche-construction bias, m. The standard histograms are highly right skewed. The histograms of logtransformed data are approximately normal with a slight left skew. The CDF plots are upwardly convex. These qualitative features are therefore predicted features of the archaeological site area distributions.
distributions. If the archaeological distribution is consistent with normal, exponential, or none of the candidate models, then the prediction is rejected.
Case Study: A Late Archaic Period Hunter-Gatherer Settlement System in the Lake Titicaca Basin, Peru An ideal case study should (a) occur in a relatively homogeneous resource environment where localized resources cannot readily explain site size variation and (b) offer a degree of temporal control. The Lake Titicaca Basin Late Archaic Period settlement system generally meets these criteria and is used as the test case here. The Late Archaic Period (ca. 7,000-5,000 cal BP) precedes the Terminal Archaic Period (5,000-35,000 cal BP), a period of low-level food production (Bruno 2006; Craig et al. 2010) . The Late Archaic subsistence economy is characterized by mobile hunting and gathering based on exploitation of vicuña (Vicugna vicugna), taruca (Hippocamelus antisensis), tubers, and small seeds (Aldenderfer 1998) .
Flaked stone technology is the most archaeologically visible cultural material of Titicaca Basin Archaic Period assemblages. The technology emphasizes bifacial projectile points and scrapers. Late Archaic projectile points are distinct in size and form (Klink and Aldenderfer 2005) . In the western Titicaca Basin, there are two general forms-a stemmed form (type 4D) and a concave-base form (type 3F)-that were presumably used with spears or atlatl darts. The abundance of flaked stone, groundstone, and faunal remains along with an absence of permanent architecture or ceramics indicates a relatively high degree of residential mobility (Cipolla 2005; Craig 2011; Haas and Viviano Llave 2015; Klink 2005) .
The specific archaeological case used here draws on a systematic settlement survey covering 41 km 2 in the lower Ilave River drainage centered at S16713 0 , W69745 0 , 3,860 m asl (World Geodetic System 1984) , west of Lake Titicaca (Aldenderfer, De la Vega, and Klink 1996; Craig 2011) . The survey was specifically focused on locating Archaic Period sites, and therefore the research design targeted geologic settings conducive to Archaic Period site preservation such as relict alluvial terraces that have been relatively stable throughout the Holocene Epoch (Rigsby, Baker, and Aldenderfer 2003) . Within these geologic settings, systematic pedestrian transects at 15-m spacing were used to locate archaeological materials. The positions of all encountered sites and isolated artifacts were recorded by global navigation satellite system, and temporally diagnostic materials were systematically collected. Site areas were estimated by pin flagging the boundaries of sites and estimating their north-south and east-west dimensions by compass and pace. The survey resulted in the collection of 247 Late Archaic projectile points from 58 sites.
All sites are located near the margins of relict alluvial terraces. All share easy access to perennial rivers within 2 km or less and are situated in Altiplano habitat ( fig. 6 ). The Altiplano environment is characterized by expansive, rolling-hill grasslands dissected by perennial rivers and flanked by mountains (Winterhalder and Thomas 1978) . Elevations range between 3,800 and 4,000 m asl, for a total elevation change of 200 m. This relatively low gradient does not traverse any major ecological zones and translates to a locally homogeneous environmental structure, with plant communities dominated by ichu grass (Stipa ichu). Bofedales are perhaps the most economically important source of environmental diversity in the Figure 6 . Ilave Basin study area in the relatively homogeneous Altiplano environment. A color version of this figure is available online.
Altiplano (Aldenderfer 1998) . Bofedales are localized wetlands with relatively high forage productivity that is important for wild camelid subsistence. Although bofedales were economically important to Archaic foragers in other parts of the southcentral Andes, they are rare in the study area and are therefore unlikely to have directly influenced land use in the subregion under investigation.
Data previously collected by Mark Aldenderfer and Nathan Craig (2011) serve as the foundation for testing the predictions derived from the working model. To mitigate against the possibility of biased surface collections, the first author of this paper revisited all sites that were recorded as having two or more Archaic projectile points to systematically collect projectile points ( fig. 7 ). Although the previous surface collection necessarily decreased the artifact densities at those sites, 18 years had elapsed between collections, and it seemed reasonable to expect that a sufficient number of points would have surfaced in the meantime and thus minimized that source of sampling bias (Stiger 2001) . Indeed, the recollection effort generated 117 Late Archaic Period projectile points from 25 sites.
Testing prediction 3 requires knowledge of site occupation spans. The first author therefore conducted limited excavations at the site of Soro Mik'aya Patjxa (SMP; Ilave 95-259; Haas and Viviano Llave 2015) . SMP is the third-largest Late Archaic Period site in the sample, covering 0.3 ha and producing 25 Late Archaic projectile points in Aldenderfer's survey and an additional 13 in Haas's surface collections. The excavation effort examined 50 m 2 of surface area and 21 m 3 of sediment. Abundant carbon was recovered from secure feature contexts, including human burials and shallow pits. Seventeen plant charcoal samples were submitted to the University of Arizona's Accelerator Mass Spectrometry Laboratory for radiocarbon dating.
Prediction 1 Test Results: Power Law Structure in Artifact-Per-Site Counts
Prediction 1 suggested that artifact counts among sites should exhibit power law structure. To test for power law structure, systematic, 100% surface collections of temporally diagnostic projectile points were made in the Ilave study area. Artifact counts are limited to Late Archaic projectile points in order to control for time. Figure 8 summarizes the data using histograms. The observed counts are highly variable, ranging from 1 to 80 artifacts per site. Qualitatively, the histograms show all of the characteristics of power law structure, including extreme right skew in the standard histogram, moderate right skew in the histogram of log-transformed values, and log linearity in the CMF plot (cf. fig. 3 ). More rigorous quantitative analysis using MLE, KS tests on Monte Carlo simulations, and AIC weights reveals that the distribution is most consistent with a power law function. Only a best-fit power law model generated a statistically plausible result (D p 0.08, p p .11). Poisson and geometric distributions were determined to be statistically implausible (D p 0.52, p p .00 and D p 0.25, p p .00, respectively). It is noteworthy that the best-fit power law scaling parameter, a, as determined by MLE, is 1.6, which is comparable to the alpha value produced for the ABM-simulated strong case of niche construction (a p 1.8 5 0.1). This would seem to indicate a high propensity for site reuse in the empirical case. Thus the archaeological data support prediction 1.
Prediction 2 Test Results: Site Size Varies Independently of Localized Natural Resources
Prediction 2 suggested a lack of association between the size of a site and the presence or absence of localized natural resources such as springs, raw materials, or other resource patches. The null prediction is that large sites ought to occur near localized natural resources, while small sites ought to occur in locations without localized natural resources. As described above, the high-elevation environmental structure of the Altiplano case study is relatively homogeneous (see fig. 6 ). No particular locations within the study area stand out in terms of having unusual natural resources. Water is abundant throughout the region, and perennial rivers are accessible within 2 km of all points in the study area. Localized lithic quarries were not observed in the study area, though river-gravel sources of low-quality materials are readily accessible from all locations in the study area. Although some rockshelters are present in the Uncallane River portion (see fig. 7 ), Archaic Period occupation was not observed in any of them (Aldenderfer, De la Vega, and Klink 1996) .
Despite the extreme site size variation observed among Late Archaic sites (see prediction 1 test results), we were unable to identify any localized natural resources in spatial association with the largest sites. Indeed, we were unable to identify any clear, spatially localized natural resources in this relatively homogeneous study area. While the paleoenvironment of the Late Archaic Period certainly differed from the modern environment (Baker et al. 2001; Rigsby, Baker, and Aldenderfer 2003) , it seems unlikely that the differences would have significantly altered the types and structure of natural resources available to Late Archaic foragers in ways that would affect the patterns of interest here. It therefore appears that the Altiplano environmental structure cannot readily account for the observed archaeological variation.
Prediction 3 Test Results: Partial Covariation between Site Size and Occupation Span
Prediction 3 suggested that rare artifact-rich sites should exhibit multiannual occupation spans and potentially multigenerational occupation spans that could approach the entirety of the settlement system's existence. The current cultural chronology of the Lake Titicaca Basin suggests that the Late Archaic Period persisted for approximately 2,000 years (Klink and Aldenderfer 2005) , which gives a sense of an upper end of what we could expect in this particular case.
The site of Soro Mik'aya Patjxa (SMP) was selected for excavation to test this prediction (Haas and Viviano Llave 2015) . SMP is located on the edge of an alluvial terrace near the center of the vast Ilave Basin pampa, or grassland. The site was among the most extensively occupied Late Archaic sites in the study area. Excavations produced an abundance of carbon from secure pit-feature contexts that are used to test the current prediction. Table 2 presents the results of 17 14 C assays. Calibrated median dates range from 8,000 to 6,500 cal BP, suggesting a minimum occupation span of 1,500 years. Considering the apparently mundane nature of the environmental context coupled with the high residential mobility of the site's hunter-gatherer occupants, the occupation span of more than a millennium is surprising. However, it is consistent with the expectations of the working niche-construction model, which suggests that the exceptional attraction of the site derives from the constructed properties of that location. The temporal span of SMP is therefore consistent with prediction 3 of the working model. 
Prediction 4 Test Results: Lognormal Site Area Variation
Prediction 4 suggested that site area variation should be most consistent with a lognormal statistical model over normal, exponential, and power law alternatives. Fifty-one Late Archaic Period sites were analyzed for statistical structure in site area variation. To avoid overestimation of site areas due to inflation from non-Late Archaic occupations, the analysis includes only sites for which 50% or more of the temporally diagnostic projectile points could be assigned to the Late Archaic Period. Figure 9 summarizes the results using three types of histograms. Qualitatively, the results appear to be consistent with the simulation results (compare fig. 9 with fig. 5 ). The histogram of empirical data is extremely right skewed, and the histogram of log-transformed data is approximately normal. A notable departure from expectations is that the CDF plot is upwardly convex, while the predicted CDF plot is more linear. Moreover, the more rigorous quantitative tests support exponential structure in the empirical data. We therefore reject the prediction of lognormal structure in site area variation.
It is currently unclear what factors drive this slight deviation from expectation, but the deviation does indicate either a model shortcoming or data bias. That an exponential distribution offers a better fit to the empirical data than does the predicted lognormal structure suggests that the bias is systematic, with larger sites disproportionately affected. This is because lognormal distributions can have heavier statistical tails than exponential distributions. In other words, exponential distributions tend to be more attenuated in their variation. This is somewhat surprising because it suggests that the archaeological variation is Figure 9. Late Archaic site area variation in the Ilave study area. The structural properties of the distributions are qualitatively similar to those predicted by the agent-based model (see fig. 6 ). However, more objective tests indicate the distributions are inconsistent with the predicted distributions. more constrained than the predicted variation. One possible explanation is systematic bias in how site areas were recorded. Establishing site boundaries is fraught with subjectivity, and it is possible that the boundaries of larger sites are systematically underestimated due to lower thresholds in artifact density for defining the boundary's cutoff point. Alternatively, it may be that the temporal control method used to exclude extraneous occupation from site area estimation systematically biases the sample insofar as the largest sites are the most likely to be excluded because they are the most likely to contain other temporal components. Statistical vagary is yet another potential problem. Meta-analysis of the statistical model-fitting procedures used here have shown that while type-I errors (i.e., rejecting a lognormal model given lognormally distributed data) are rare, they can occur, especially when trying to discriminate between exponential and lognormal models . Theoretical and empirical analyses of artifact dispersion and methodological bias or consideration of alternative models may ultimately be required to answer these questions. For now, we simply acknowledge the shortcoming for this particular test case and leave the problem to future research.
Summary and Conclusion
Humans inevitably expand the spatiotemporal distributions of cultural materials on the landscapes they occupy. In doing so, they potentially reduce future costs of raw material acquisition and the production costs of tools and structures. Inheritors of the landscape therefore benefit from previous activities even without trying to do so. The presence of a brush structure, grinding slab, storage pit, and flaked stone tools deposited at a site should be expected to bias future residential choices toward use of that location. Because such material subsidies potentially free up time and energy for reproductive pursuits, evolutionary theory predicts that the culturally deposited materials should be incorporated into the mobility strategies of foragers, thus biasing occupations to previously occupied locations. In turn, when foragers reoccupy locations to take advantage of previously deposited materials, they probabilistically deposit additional materials, which attracts future use of the location, resulting in more deposition, and so on. Subtle variations in initial conditions-that is, point of entry, weather conditions, and chance resource encounters-that are often beyond empirical detection probabilistically cause certain locations to be occupied or passed up. But once a particular location is occupied for the first time, foragers may be predisposed to use it again. Repeated reuse over the long term may make a location so attractive as to lock it into annual cycles of movement. This positive-feedback niche-construction behavior predicts distinctive structural properties in land-use patterns and corresponding archaeological site size distributions. ABM was used to derive logically valid predictions from the model of recursive mobility behavior. Drawing insight from the elegant mechanics of the neutral theory (Bell 2001; Hahn and Bentley 2003; Kimura 1985) , the virtual forager simply decides at each time step to use the location of some previously deposited material with probability m or a novel location on the landscape with probability 1 2 m. This simple decision process effectively models the posited niche-construction behavior by biasing land use to the locations of previously deposited cultural materials.
The ABM and simple logical arguments were used to make four predictions for artifact distribution patterns. The Late Archaic Period hunter-gatherer settlement system of the Lake Titicaca Basin served as the test case. The analysis found empirical support for three of four predictions: (1) power law structure in site-based artifact counts, (2) there exists spatial independence between site size and localized natural resources, and (3) partial correlation between site size and occupation span can be deduced from the working niche-construction model. Only the prediction of lognormally distributed site area variation found a lack of empirical support, though it remains unclear as to whether this is a limitation of the model or the data. Given the preponderance of support for the model predictions, we conclude that the working niche-construction model offers a plausible and parsimonious understanding of mobility among foragers.
Discussion
The niche-construction model of forager mobility explored here accounts for several previously unexplained patterns of archaeological variation. In this section, we briefly consider potential alternative explanations for those patterns, discuss the boundaries of the analysis with additional predictions of the model, and explore some implications of the model for human behavior.
Alternative Explanations for the Observed Patterns
Archaeology perennially faces the problem of equifinality when attempting to explain empirical observations (Lyman 2004 ). The working model considers only a one-parameter systemic behavior to the exclusion of many other potential processes, including taphonomic processes, observer bias, and systemic behaviors, all of which can affect archaeological variation (Grøn 2012; Schiffer 1987) . Nonetheless, some processes are more likely than others, and we will briefly consider what we perceive to be two of the most likely competing models here.
At first glance, fission-fusion dynamics would seem to offer a viable alternative for generating the archaeological patterns of interest. Fission-fusion refers to the periodic splitting and merging of human groups over time. To operationalize a fissionfusion dynamic, we might simply imagine a model universe with many foragers whose mobility is biased by the locations of other individuals as opposed to previously deposited artifacts.
Under such assumptions, we should expect preferential attachment to places to emerge, as in the material-based model. Thus a fission-fusion model is likely to account for extreme variation in artifact accumulation among sites (prediction 1) without recourse to environmental structure (prediction 2). However, it cannot explain why some rare locations experience accumulation over extremely long time frames (prediction 3). Once individuals abandon a given location, fissionfusion offers no intrinsic mechanism to attract reoccupation of that location. This is not to suggest that hunter-gatherers do not engage in fission-fusion dynamics. Aggregation and dispersion are and were undeniably important to many if not all hunter-gatherer societies Turnbull 1968; Woodburn 1968) . However, such a mechanism does not explain why otherwise unremarkable places on the landscape are reoccupied repeatedly. We note that adding fission-fusion dynamics to the model described here would probably amplify the sorts of patterns observed.
A second potential explanation for the empirical patterns examined here might posit that functional site types (sensu Binford 1980) account for the observed variation. However, for theoretical and empirical reasons, we believe this is unlikely. Functional classification of hunter-gatherer sites is perennially difficult precisely because the ways places are used can vary over time (Binford 1982) . Moreover, the Late Archaic Period lithic assemblages that we are working with are notably uniform. Sites of different sizes show no readily apparent differentiation in tool or raw material types. Smaller sites seem to be random subsets of the larger sites. Thus strict functional variation seems unlikely to explain the patterns of interest here.
We are currently unaware of any other alternative models with clear theoretical predictions for the structural properties of hunter-gatherer land-use patterns explored here. We suggest that the niche-construction model serves as a parsimonious starting point that accounts for a suite of archaeologically testable hypotheses and does so with few behavioral parameters. Any alternative models going forward should be formalized and put to work in predicting hunter-gatherer behavior and the macroscale properties of the associated archaeological record.
Analytical Boundaries and Additional Predictions
In addition to considering alternative models, it is important to briefly consider the boundaries of the current model and analysis in order to highlight areas in need of additional work. First, we emphasize that the analysis pertains to a geographic scale that falls within the typical foraging radius for hunter-gatherers (Kelly 2013) . The areal extent of the case study is just 49 km 2 and spans a maximal distance of less than 40 km. The elevational gradient spans just 200 m, lending to a relatively homogeneous environmental structure. Thus the analysis does not speak to large geographic areas that traverse multiple ecological zones. At the other extreme, the model does not necessarily speak to variation over smaller geographic extents, such as within huntergatherer settlements or archaeological sites.
Despite these scalar boundaries, we should expect the model to scale up or down with minimal tuning. Economically rational foragers should structure their mobility patterns in similar ways across larger landscapes and within camps, biasing movement to previously used locations where infrastructure and materials accumulate. At larger geographic extents beyond a typical foraging radius, geographic distances become important. In the current model, the virtual forager does not factor the cost of mobility into their movement decisions. This is a reasonable simplification given the small spatial and large temporal scales of analysis here. However, over long geographic distances beyond the foraging radius, mobility costs matter. A scaled-up version of the working niche-construction model would therefore need to be spatially explicit. The combined effects of preferential attachment to places and travel costs suggest that environmentally equivalent regions ought to experience different degrees of land use, with some rare regions experiencing particularly intensive use, and most regions experiencing comparatively low levels of use.
At the other extreme of small spatial extents within a settlement, we should expect the working model of preferential attachment to apply without modification. Spaces that foragers use early on within settlements ought to attract additional use and improvement, which ought to bias subsequent use. Todd Surovell and Matthew O'Brien (2016) qualitatively observed this site-level pattern in their recent ethnographic observations on intracamp mobility among residentially mobile reindeer herders of the Mongolian Taiga. The authors observed that "spatial attractors" created by the inhabitants themselves heavily biased intracamp mobility patterns. A potential exception would be debris that tends to exclude other activities because it is hazardous or noxious.
A second extension of the working niche-construction model might consider how different degrees of environmental heterogeneity might affect the strength of preferential attachment to places. In environments with scarce or very patchy lithic raw materials, returning to a previously occupied place to scavenge discarded artifacts could be more efficient than searching out fresh material. Where stone is essentially ubiquitous, the margin gained by recycling abandoned artifacts would be much reduced. Similar principles would apply to features related to shelter or even to firewood. Where protection from the sun, rain, or cold was a high priority, we would expect people to be more strongly attracted to existing infrastructure such as constructed shelters and firewood piles. Resource-poor environments ought to encourage stronger degrees of attraction to previously used places than comparatively rich environments. Thus the model predicts that the power law scaling parameter for site size variation ought to covary with environmental structure.
Model Implications
To the extent that the working niche-construction model offers a reasonable account of forager mobility, several key insights into forager behavior stand to be gained. First and foremost, it would appear that positive-feedback niche construction was not trivial to hunter-gatherer mobility. Previous hunter-gatherer research has tended to give primacy to external environmental structure in explaining mobility decisions. The results presented here do not undermine the undeniably important role that natural environments play in structuring forager mobility, especially at large, interpatch scales where forager behavior and the associated material record is well accounted for by environmental structure. However, niche-construction dynamics may also be central to hunter-gatherer mobility strategies.
A second key insight gained from the current study relates the emergence of socioeconomic complexity in human societies. This insight pertains to at least two areas of research-plant domestication and hierarchy. With regard to the former, domestication is known to result from long-term interactions with genetically plastic species (Langlie et al. 2014; Rindos 1983; B. D. Smith 2001) . In the case of agriculture, the species are immobile, and thus it can be assumed that intensive interaction between species also involved intensive interaction with places. Given the proposition that infrastructure and materials consistently pulled mobile foragers to reoccupy specific locations on the landscape over decades or millennia, long-term interactions with certain plant populations may have been catalyzed. In turn, such coevolutionary processes with plants would have further fed into the attraction of places.
With regard to hierarchy, geographers and anthropologists have long observed that settlement size variation among sedentary societies is heavy tailed, with extremely small settlements extremely common and extremely large settlements extremely rare (Batty 2008; Drennan and Peterson 2004; Johnson 1980; Krugman 1996; Newman 2005; Zipf 1949 ). Most scholars seem to agree that settlement size variation among modern communities is consistent with power law or lognormal statistical models. Archaeologists have also found that the settlement systems of sedentary agricultural societies tend to exhibit heavytailed statistical structure. Following the lead of central-place economic theory (Christaller 1966) , explanation of this statistical structure has tended to rely on complicated economic processes involving various combinations of agricultural production, specialized craft manufacturing, peer-polity competition, or warfare (Brown and Witschey 2003; Flannery 1998; Griffin 2011; Griffin and Stanish 2007; Inomata and Aoyama 1996; Johnson 1980; Krugman 1996; Paynter 1982) . This has led some scholars to suggest that the heavy-tailed statistical structure of site size variation offers a line of evidence for hierarchical settlement organization (Ames 2008; Flannery 1998; Stanish 2003) . The findings presented here suggest that the statistical signature of settlement size hierarchy can actually emerge among hunter-gatherer land-use systems whose populations were unequivocally mobile, independent of domesticated resources, without economic specialists, and without organized conflict. Caution is therefore warranted in using site size hierarchy as an indicator of complex social organization. The nicheconstruction model presented here suggests that forager mobility biased by culturally deposited materials is sufficient to generate an incipient form of settlement hierarchy.
Importantly, the sites that comprise hunter-gatherer land-use systems were likely occupied asynchronously in most cases. This is fundamentally different from situations in which settlements comprising the full range of size variation in a settlement hierarchy were or are generally occupied contemporaneously. In other words, the largest sites in the Lake Titicaca Basin Archaic samples may never have hosted great numbers of people at the same time, as did the sites in the settlement hierarchies of complex societies. Accordingly, high-ranking hunter-gatherer sites likely did not represent high-ranking political centers or concentrations of power. Nonetheless, the fundamental mobility processes that led to extreme site size variation in huntergatherer systems may have laid a foundation for the emergence of synchronous settlement size hierarchies and thus concentrations of power as populations became less mobile due to population growth, decreased resource productivity (i.e., circumscription), or increasing commitment to food production. The major difference for sedentary populations is that preferential mobility to places would lead to a heavy-tailed distribution of contemporaneously occupied settlements, with all of the resource and power imbalances that implies.
It was more than 30 years ago when Lewis Binford proposed that the structure of forager mobility varied as a function of environmental structure (Binford 1980) , on one hand, and cultural geography (Binford 1982) , on the other. The intellectual environment of that time, fueled by logical positivism and constrained by computational limitations, led subsequent scholarship to focus on deterministic relationships between forager mobility and environmental structure (e.g., Binford 2001) . The niche-construction model of forager mobility presented here emphasizes the other end of the spectrum-the cultural and nonlinear dimensions of forager mobility. The working model is simple yet generates novel predictions for the structure of hunter-gatherer land-use systems. The archaeological test case supports the predictions, and it is hoped that future archaeological and ethnographic research will explore the boundaries of the model and compare the results with those derived from alternative models. For now, the analysis suggests that niche construction may have played a significant role in structuring the mobility of foragers and the spatial distributions of their material residues. Such microlevel behaviors and their macrolevel consequences hold potential relevance for models of human mobility generally and emergent complexity in human societies. The paper by Haas and Kuhn is provocative in describing a major site formation force in which the occupation of a locality makes its subsequent occupation more likely than it would have otherwise been, generating a right-skewed (heavy-tailed) distribution of archaeological site sizes that closely matches the observed site size distribution in the Lake Titicaca Basin of Peru. The proximate explanation is that existing sites are favored as potential sources of useful raw material and site furniture left by previous occupants, making site choice a function of cultural rather than natural geography and site formation a form of niche construction. The fit between theory and data is convincing, but as is so often the case, there are other ways to think about the problem.
First, I do not see niche-construction theory adding much here. The niche-constructing aspects of this argument specifically-and of site formation theory more generally-are drawn mainly from simple economic principles and not nicheconstruction theory, which brings less to the table than widely imagined. Just about everything humans do has longitudinal feedback effects that can be construed as niche construction, but very little of what we have learned about these varied behaviors owes much to niche-construction theory.
Second, it is worth noting that, as Haas and Kuhn are no doubt aware, the Titicaca case is unusual in providing very few constraining natural features affecting choice of site location; this is in contrast to many cases where site location is highly constrained-for example, to water sources in desert environments-but in less extreme cases as well (e.g., Williams, Bettinger, and Thomas 1973) . In such settings, visitors moving into existing sites will no doubt take advantage of raw materials and site furniture left from previous occupations, but raw material scavenging will be an effect of, not a cause for, choice of site location.
Finally, there is an alternative to Haas and Kuhn's "useful materials" explanation for the observed preference of Titicaca hunter-gatherers for occupying existing sites rather than establishing new ones. It derives from the well-developed body culture transmission theory (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Richerson and Boyd 2005) via something like what is termed guided variation, where individuals minimize the cost of learning by imitating the behavior of others when learning is costly or error prone and minimize the risks of imitating by experimenting with new behaviors (i.e., learning) when learning is cheap or changing conditions make existing behaviors potentially inappropriate (Bettinger, Garvey, and Tushingham 2015:244-246) . Guided variation may entail observation of behaviors as they unfold but obviously extends to observed consequences of past behavior (one does not need to see a house being painted blue to know that it is painted blue). On this view, hunter-gatherers choosing where to spend a night, week, or month will chose a site that others have previously occupied on the premise that "the place worked for them and nothing much has changed, so it ought to work for us"-a quick, yet effective way of making decisions about settlement location that takes advantage of what others have learned so long as conditions remain roughly the same but encourages experimenting with alternative site locations when conditions change. Since hunter-gatherers, no less than archaeologists, are likely to be able to detect how recently a given site was occupied, a refinement would favor the use of sites more recently occupied.
Because the guided variation hypothesis predicts essentially the same right-skewed (heavy-tailed) distribution of archaeological site sizes predicted by Haas and Kuhn's utility hypothesis, deciding between the two requires additional testing. In theory, the utility criterion (occupy sites where raw materials are available) will apply more strongly where raw materials are scarce, where tool kits are neither intensively curated nor demanding to make, and to residential sites more than logistical sites. The guided variation criterion (occupy sites that others have occupied) will apply more strongly where foragers are less familiar with the environment and to sites occupied over intervals during which conditions have remained qualitatively much the same.
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Archaeologists have long recognized that certain locations tend to invite reoccupation, even lacking the attraction of a natural resource. The accumulation of cultural materials itself is a draw (Barkai, Lemorini, and Vaquero 2015; Camilli and Ebert 1992) , as is the cultural and spiritual attachment to place that is well documented among hunter-gatherers (Basso 1990 (Basso , 1996 . However, no one has explicitly asked the question in an environment devoid of spatially tethered resources, Why are some locations reoccupied repeatedly while others are occupied only once or twice? Haas and Kuhn present an intriguing model to address this question that will surely inspire subsequent testing in a variety of locations and at a variety of scales.
Haas and Kuhn argue that simply by using a place on the landscape and depositing cultural material, humans are themselves building a resource that will attract reoccupation. With subsequent occupations, this phenomenon will only be accentuated by the accumulation of more and more cultural material. Haas and Kuhn approach this problem from an ecological perspective, arguing that foragers would only reoccupy a location if it was in their economic best interest to do so. However, foragers reoccupy locations for many reasons that are not economic in nature (Martínez-Tagüeña and Torres Cubillas 2018; Oetelaar and Oetelaar 2011) . Certain places might have more cultural meaning than others, or there might be historic reasons why certain places over others are reoccupied. This would especially be the case with sites that contain burials. Indeed, the sole site excavated by Haas, Soro Mik'aya Patjxa, contained burials. This site is one of the largest sites in the sample (an "extremely rare" site near the top of a power law distribution) and therefore was likely a very important site in the Late Archaic settlement system. Haas and Kuhn argue that its importance was determined by the preferential attraction to a location already containing cultural features, such as ephemeral huts and, of course, lithic artifacts. Its importance was also likely conditioned by its prominence in the cultural beliefs and world views of its inhabitants. A cultural connection to the landscape would not necessarily alter the niche-construction model in a meaningful way; in many ways, they could go hand in hand. Just as cultural objects would accumulate upon repeated occupations, cultural meaning and repeated occupations would create a feedback loop in terms of cultural connections to the place that go beyond material artifacts. Therefore, the consideration of cultural landscape, attachment, and placemaking (Basso 1996) only adds depth to the model and does not necessarily negate it.
The most important contribution of this model will be its application in other locations. Even if it cannot be directly applied, its consideration could yield some interesting new perspectives on one's research area. The case study considered by Haas and Kuhn was as close to the idealized world of the agentbased forager as one could get, at least in the way it was presented. It would be more difficult to apply in areas with buried deposits or without temporally diagnostic artifacts. Buried openair Middle Paleolithic sites litter France, for example, but the sites found and excavated are likely heavily biased toward the largest sites in the settlement system. Furthermore, raw material sources, though ubiquitous, are nevertheless unevenly distributed across the landscape and would likely structure mobility-or at least make the site more visible in terms of volume of lithic material present.
Finally, Haas and Kuhn suggest that this model could easily be scaled up or down to be utilized in pan-regional analyses or at the scale of the site. It is an interesting model to consider at the intrasite spatial scale but becomes more difficult when one ponders the logistics of its implementation. Surovell and O'Brien's (2016) "spatial attractors" would indeed invite reuse of a particular location due to a human-made structure or resource. However, Surovell and O'Brien were discussing an ethnographic account where certain features (such as doorways or where resources are stored) attract people, not artifacts. Of course, artifacts are more likely to be deposited in areas that people frequent, but this picture could get complicated with behaviors such as cleaning. The greatest obstacle, however, may be how to divide the intrasite spatial space into analytical units. Would one identify artifact clusters? Clusters, however, are defined based on having a high density of artifacts so they would most likely be equivalent to the "largest sites" on the landscape. It might work best if the site was simply divided evenly in space as a grid.
Nevertheless, though there may be some problems of application in other settings and scales, this model is an important contribution to our understanding of hunter-gatherer settlement systems. Many environments will have unevenly distributed resources that will tether human occupation, but that is not the only explanation nor is it necessarily the most important. Humans actively create their own tethered resource simply through their inclination to revisit a location with physical cultural artifacts-as well as metaphysical cultural meaning. Once this process begins, a few sites-usually those occupied earlier in the regional occupation sequence-create a feedback loop and become larger and larger, while most others remain small, and thus a power law relationship develops. Both agreement and exceptions to this model will certainly be fodder for the study of hunter-gatherer mobility for years to come.
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The utilization of theoretically based models can help us to get a better understanding of the behavioral reasons for patterns observed in the archaeological record. In their paper, Haas and Kuhn tackle the issue of the role of previously deposited materials in the choices made by hunter-gatherers, or "mobile foragers," as a way of reducing costs and emphasize the utility of niche-construction models to understand and predict the nature of the archaeological record.
Conscious or unconscious modification of the space by humans through time undoubtedly takes place (e.g., OdlingSmee et al. 2003) . In addition, and contrary to what the authors mention, human utilization of sites can attract further occupations or limit them, as different examples related to the deposition of human remains indicate (Borrero et al. 2007; Franco et al. 2017; Mena et al. 2000) . Due to changes in environment, detailed geomorphological and geoarchaeological studies are needed in order to understand them (Borrero 2011; Favier Dubois and Borrero 2005; Holdaway et al. 1998; Martínez and Martínez 2011) .
In this paper, the authors mention the existence of some basic level of site reoccupation without explicit planning. I believe that, although this can exceptionally happen, it is difficult to think that logistic hunter-gatherers, whose decisions are scheduled to cope with different resources (see, e.g., Binford 1977; Bousman 1993) , do not anticipate their return to a place, as ethnoarchaeological information and the existence of seasonal gear show (Binford 1977) . In the case of foragers, generic reoccupation of some areas-instead of the reoccupation of a specific place (Hietala and Stevens 1977) -can be expected. Depending on the strategy, as the authors mention, provisioning of places (Kuhn 1995) or provisioning people with transportable and reliable materials will take place. Although it is not central to the argument, I would like to mention that in the case of homogenous environments, materials do not necessarily need to be reliable (sensu Nelson 1991).
Haas and Kuhn do not use transport costs in the construction of the model because they believe that the lineal scale used (40 km) is too small for considering these costs. Although 40 km is within the range of distances that can be considered local (following ethnographical information in Meltzer 1989), it is difficult to believe that transport costs are not taken into account by pedestrian hunter-gatherers.
With reference to the testing of the model, the area chosen is small (41 km 2 ), especially when taking into account published ethnoarchaeological information. Total area covered by ethnographic groups in latitudes below 157 varies, according to Kelly (1995) , between 25 and 2,860 km 2 , with only two cases with ranges of 41 km 2 or less. Of course, variations related to the distribution and characteristics of resources can be expected (Binford 2001; Kelly 1995 Kelly , 2013 . In addition, the study area is too small to test the effect of fission-fusion movements.
I tend to think Haas and Kuhn's model will be more useful and easier to test in relatively homogenous environments. In heterogeneous environments, with a more discontinuous distribution of resources, the presence of highly valuable ones-for example, those necessary for subsistence-will probably be powerful "attractors" for human populations. Places where these resources are available will tend to be reused, with the same or a different function (see, e.g., Binford 1982) . As huntergatherers expect to return to these sites, these are the places where people will probably purposely leave artifacts or structures for their anticipated return (seasonal gear, following Binford 1982) . In these places, there will be an overlap between natural and cultural reasons to reoccupy them, although I believe the presence of highly valuable resources will be the main reason for return.
In addition, in patchy environments, places where natural lithic resources are available do not necessarily make good base camps. The strategy used and length of stay may vary, depending on the scarcity or abundance of selected lithic resources (e.g., Colombo and Flegenheimer 2013; Méndez et al. 2010) . The degree of knowledge of the environment and/or the existence of neighbors should also generate variation (Borrero 1994 (Borrero -1995 . In the case of the Great Lakes/northeastern area of North America, for example, Ellis (2011) has postulated the existence of changes in the length of stay near raw material sources between Paleo-Indian and post-Paleo-Indian groups, which is in part related to the degree of knowledge of the environment.
Testing of the model requires careful chronological control. The utilization of sites that contain only projectile points, as this paper does, can bias the results. Projectile points are not discarded everywhere, and I believe that all the available variables should be used in order to test it. In general, technological as well as raw material information-in case variations exist through time-can contribute to the testing of the model. The presence of differential weathering as well as obsidian hydration studies, whenever it is possible to use them, would help to test the model.
As the authors mention, the role of previous archaeological remains with residual utility in shaping human decisions is worthy of understanding. It will probably not be easy to test due to the equifinality problems abundant in the archaeological record, and because of the stated reasons, I think it would be more useful in the case of homogeneous environments. In addition, I believe Haas and Kuhn's argument could be enriched by comparing the results obtained through the application of this model with other theoretically based ones (e.g., Smith 2015). There is a growing recognition among evolution-minded archaeologists that we humans do not simply adapt passively to our environments; we actively-if sometimes unwittinglymodify the very environments to which we adapt. Nicheconstruction theory rose to prominence in biology in the 1980s (Lewontin 1983; Odling-Smee 1988) , and while archaeologists have a long history of studying feedback between humans and their environments, we have been relatively slow to incorporate formal models of niche construction among prehistoric foragers. As Haas and Kuhn show, though, emergent properties of recursive behaviors can structure archaeological records in ways that resemble distributions we routinely attribute to extrinsic factors (e.g., resource dispersions). Unless we can reliably distinguish the two, we risk misinterpreting foragers' mobility and, more fundamentally, humans' adaptive capacities.
Raven Garvey
"Forager Mobility in Constructed Environments" offers simulation-based standards to which archaeological records can be compared to identify power law or lognormal structure in regional-level site variation. Recognizing such structure, we may then be able to identify culturally modified environments and model their effects on optimizing foragers' mobility decisions. This is an exciting premise with broad implications, and I offer a few observations that might help us build on Haas and Kuhn's innovative approach. My comments relate to two topics: (1) potential confounding effects of historical research biases and (2) drivers and properties of m, the probability that a forager will preferentially return to (and thereby add further value to) sites where materials were deposited previously.
As Haas and Kuhn explain, foragers' preferential attachment to particular locations on a landscape produces a power law distribution of variously sized sites in which the largest are extremely rare and small sites are very common. In an unbiased regional study, then, most observations will derive from small sites. Historically, though, much archaeological research has centered on very large and/or frequently reoccupied sites, which are not only the rarest but also highly unlikely to reflect the full complement of prehistoric behaviors in a region (Garvey and Bettinger 2018) . That is, preferential attachment can also concentrate archaeological effort and research dollars in localized, unrepresentative spots on landscapes, and the heavily skewed distributions-of observations, radiocarbon dates, publications, and paleoenvironmental analyses-generated by this approach are often the inverse of site size distributions produced by foragers' preferential attachment to places on the landscape. Accordingly, Haas and Kuhn's paper highlights the importance of systematic survey of any region where their approach might usefully be applied, not only to document the small sites but also to assess prehistoric resource availability. This is critical because, as the authors argue, recurrently visited places are ones that are either naturally rich (e.g., due to localized food abundance) or that become rich as a result of humans' "habitual deposition of material resources," so our ability to identify anthropic niche construction in a heterogeneous environment hinges on the presence of two or more equally rich patches with notably unequal prehistoric use intensities.
Understanding drivers and properties of m will also help us identify appropriate contexts for application of the Haas-Kuhn model. One goal of their paper is to predict effects of passively constructed environments on energy-optimizing foragers' mobility, and while the authors name a variety of previously deposited items that might increase a site's attractiveness, among them, flaked stone artifacts are most common in many prehistoric contexts. I therefore center this comment on lithic resource optimization as a driver of m, though the probability that a forager will preferentially return to sites where materials were deposited previously could reflect any number of economic and cultural motivations.
When a forager is motivated by lithic resource optimization, m will be a function of previously deposited items' utility, which is governed not only by the natural availability of lithic raw materials, as the authors note, but also by foragers' proportional reliance on stone and deposited items' remaining usability (uselife). As such, a salted site might be most attractive to (m highest among) foragers heavily reliant on stone in a stone-poor environment ( fig. 10, left) . However, these may be precisely the conditions under which previous occupants are least likely to have deposited still-useful stone. In the same (stone-poor) environment, foragers who do not rely heavily on stone might be more likely to deposit still-useful items, but this should have little effect on m simply because stone is not an important part of the tool kit. In naturally stone-rich environments, the likelihood that still-useful items will be deposited should be higher, but deposited items have relatively less utility (m is low) because the probability of finding stone elsewhere is high ( fig. 10, right) . So the likelihood that still-useful stone items will be deposited is highest when foragers little reliant on stone live in stone-rich environments, but of course, m is likely to be quite low in this situation. Going forward, it will be important to base our estimates of m on our best understanding of the relevant technological (or other) systems-and to recalibrate our understanding of these systems in light of information from small sites if these were not previously part of our assessment.
Last, it may be worth exploring m as a dynamic rather than a fixed variable. Depending on the natural distribution of lithic raw materials on a virgin landscape, change through time in m might be logistic (S shaped): the effect of m on mobility decisions being initially weak because the utility of a small number of Figure 10 . Graphical representation of the relationships between the degree of reliance on stone for tools and (1) the likelihood that still-useful stone will be deposited (solid black lines) and (2) m, the probability that a forager will preferentially return to a site where stone was deposited previously (dashed gray lines) in a stone-poor (left) versus a stone-rich (right) environment. deposited items at any given site may be insufficient to offset other costs, a site's attractiveness increasing (m accelerating) as useful items continue to accumulate to a point of diminishing returns, beyond which m decelerates because foraging costs, waste accumulation, and/or costs of defending an increasingly attractive site grow concomitantly. Importantly, though, human population growth also tends to be logistic, so future applications of the Haas-Kuhn model should perhaps attempt to control for population growth, which is theoretically stimulated by preferential attachment because preferentially returning to salted sites simultaneously optimizes mobility and stone procurement, freeing up time and energy for other fitness-enhancing activities.
Matt Grove
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Preferential Attachment: To Agents and Artifacts
Haas and Kuhn make a valuable contribution to the study of hunter-gatherer land use, postulating a simple generating mechanism for observed site size distributions. Above all, their conclusion that such distributions can emerge in populations that are "unequivocally mobile, independent of domesticated resources, without economic specialists, and without organized conflict" is of considerable importance. I have made similar arguments in the past (Grove 2011) but concentrated my attentions on multilevel social systems rather than prior artifact deposition as the potential generating mechanism. The main focus of this comment, therefore, is the relative merits of these two hypothesized mechanisms.
In brief, the model I developed to explain settlement size hierarchies of the kind Haas and Kuhn empirically observe assumes a "nested hierarchy" of group structures (Dunbar 1998) in which a given individual is a member of a nuclear family but also of a larger consanguineal kin group, a yet larger clan, and, ultimately, a community (these terms derive from Murdock 1949) . In terms of size, each of these groupings is approximately a factor of three larger than the immediately smaller grouping (Hill and Dunbar 2003; Lehmann et al. 2014 ). There exists variation in the sizes of these groups, with greater variation occurring in larger groupings, as one would expect given that each larger grouping is composed of approximately three smaller groups. Finally, larger groupings occur proportionally less frequently, as is necessarily the case in a population of relatively constant size. Simulating site size distributions based on these assumptions provides a very close fit to the empirical data considered both by myself (Grove 2011) and by Haas and Kuhn.
Thus we arrive at two generating mechanisms that produce simulated distributions quantitatively similar to the archaeological data considered, and further theoretical development depends on both (1) finding situations in which they make opposing predictions and (2) modeling their joint effects and comparing the resulting simulation output to empirical data. Haas and Kuhn make an intriguing contribution to the first by noting that fission-fusion social systems (which are closely related to multilevel social systems) cannot account for the fact that some locations "experience accumulation over extremely long time frames." This issue may indeed raise problems for fission-fusion models, including my own. It is important, however, to examine the nature of the accumulation that occurs in Haas and Kuhn's model.
Since Haas and Kuhn model the actions of a single forager, their results are not well placed to falsify fission-fusion models; they make no claim to do so and note that adding fission-fusion to their model may amplify the observed patterns. More importantly, because their model concerns repeated visits over an extended period of time, it necessarily assumes that large accumulations of material are created by a high frequency of visits by a single forager rather than, for example, few visits by a large group. The two models make similar predictions concerning the time span over which a large site is used and the quantity of material that accumulates, but the Grove (2011) model suggests that distinct occupation phases created by large groups at sporadic intervals should be discernible, whereas the Haas and Kuhn model suggests that occupation should resemble a pseudocontinuous palimpsest. Examining a summed radiocarbon probability curve of the 17 dates provided for the site of Soro Mik'aya Patjxa ( fig. 11) suggests that there may indeed be hiatuses in occupation, which would be more concordant with the Grove model. Alternatively, the generic profile of the dates-with a greater proportion occurring more recently in time-would tend to support the hypothesis of Haas and Kuhn that a site becomes more attractive as more material accumulates. This crude analysis lacks stratigraphic detail and cannot be used as a basis for firm conclusions, but analyses of this kind will be vital in determining the relative performance of the two models in explaining archaeological data. Unfortunately, the finding that one large site was occupied over a long time period is not sufficient to prove covariation between site size and occupation span; to do this even minimally, one would also have to show that small sites were occupied only over short periods. Even if this were the case, it would not allow us to distinguish between the strengths of the two candidate models without detailed consideration of individual site stratigraphy.
I have no doubt that the mechanism identified by Haas and Kuhn would have had an important structuring effect on the formation of archaeological sites, and I would like to see this line of inquiry pursued further. I would also like to see it coupled with fission-fusion dynamics in a way that gives due weight to the social factors involved. The Haas and Kuhn model and the Grove (2011) model share a common foundation in the notion of preferential attachment, and it will be fascinating to disentangle the extent to which such attachment relates to artifacts (per the Haas and Kuhn model) as opposed to individuals (per the Grove model). That foragers could be attracted to artifacts even in the absence of their makers is an important insight that has not received sufficient attention. A further advance of the Haas and Kuhn model is that it explores how attachment to particular locations emerges even against a background of environmental homogeneity. Heterogeneity quickly emerges from this background, but it is a form of heterogeneity that is entirely the product of human agency; as Haas and Kuhn's title suggests, it is "constructed" by human foragers and subsequently structures their behavior.
Finally, it is my opinion that Haas and Kuhn use computer simulation exactly as it should be used in archaeology: to test whether simple, quantifiable hypotheses are capable of producing the patterning observed in the archaeological record. Used in this way, simulation is at least as valuable as more traditional techniques for developing middle-range theory such as ethnographic research and experimental archaeology. The simulation of synthetic data sets using quantitative implementations of multiple-candidate hypotheses allows for rapid falsification of many of those hypotheses and the retention of the few that have genuine value. The hypothesis developed by Haas and Kuhn has genuine value, and I look forward to the future development of this research.
Marcus J. Hamilton
Department of Anthropology, University of Texas, San Antonio, Texas 78249, USA (marcus.hamilton@utsa.edu). 15 X 18 This is an interesting paper that successfully combines aspects of hunter-gatherer ecology, niche-construction theory, and the empirical archaeological record through the application of agent-based modeling, providing much interesting food for thought. This in itself is a rare accomplishment. The combination of the words "agent-based models (ABMs)" and "archaeology" generally make me very nervous. Because ABMs are relatively easy to construct computationally, they are used widely in archaeology, but often uncritically, and are therefore overused and misunderstood. This is because there is an inherent danger of circular reasoning in the uncritical use of ABMs: by design, ABMs do (and can only do) exactly what you tell them to do. Often, someone will design an ABM, let it run, and examine the outcome probability distributions of events. They then observe that the statistics of the outcome are remarkably well predicted by the inputs of the model. Of course, this approach is akin to observing that given the expression y p f(x), I find that my y's are remarkably well predicted by my function once applied to my x variables; that is, if I have two 2s and the interaction between them is additive, the predicted outcome of 4 is very often observed in the data. However, the most effective use of ABMs is as a tool to predict series of outcomes given a known set of internal dynamics that are allowed to interact in systematic ways. ABMs should be simulated experiments. This then has the benefit of producing a result that can be reverse engineered to understand how a particular pattern emerged from a set of known dynamics given specific rules of interaction. And this approach is most effective when the dynamics are simple (thus analytically knowable), but the interactions are complex and so require numerical simulation. This does not require complex models, as the outcome of even the simplest models can become analytically intractable given just a few interactions.
I am happy to report that Haas and Kuhn, in my estimation, navigate these potential pitfalls quite well. The set of known interactions are (1) hunter-gatherers are mobile, (2) they use tools to perform tasks, and (3) these tools are made from raw materials that are heterogeneously distributed in space. The experiment is, holding all else constant, if there are varying probabilities of reoccupying sites based on the frequency of prior use, what might the archaeological outcome look like along various axes of variation, such as occupation lengths, site size areas, or the distribution of site sizes? The rationale for reoccupation is niche construction; as hunter-gatherers make tools and use space, they alter the probability space of future behavior, as prior behavior entrains future possibilities (to varying degrees), thus the past feeds back into the future. The terminology I would use to describe this phenomenon in space is path dependence-a key feature of the "new economics" for which Paul Krugman would later receive a Nobel Prize. Here slight variation in initial conditions in space leads to large differences in future outcomes, as the marginal initial differences between locations build exponentially over time, leading to right-skewed distributions with fat tails of probability. Hence, even very simple random interactions can result in seemingly unlikely probability distributions.
The central finding of their model has interesting implications: you can get highly skewed distributions of site sizes (perhaps approximating something as fat tailed as a power law) even in entirely homogenous landscapes, with only a slight preference for reoccupying previously used sites. Of course, the question is (as is raised in the paper), what happens when this path dependence on reoccupation behavior is coupled with the external geological, cultural, and biological sources of heterogeneity we see in most real-world landscapes? Under what sets of conditions do these processes interact to increase skewness, and in what conditions do they counteract one another? At this point, I would also like to raise a second concern I have with ABMs, which is that (much like in machinelearning models) the interactions that led to their outcomes are ultimately black box and unknowable: that is why an ABM was employed in the first place rather than a simple mathematical expression. This means that while it is possible to predict that the outcome probability distributions must be right skewed and fat tailed as the mechanisms involved are multiplicative, there is no way of knowing whether the actual analytically predicted statistical distribution is a power law (senso stricto) or some other right-skewed, fat-tailed distribution, such as a lognormal or a more general family of stretched exponentials, for example. Thus while it is interesting to me that Haas and Kuhn find fat-tailed probability distributions of site sizes in homogenous landscapes (that are well approximated by power laws), much as predicted, the observation that the variation of site areas is better fit by an exponential than a lognormal distribution is less interesting, as at these scales these distributions will be quite similar, and there is no analytical prediction in the model to predicted one over the other.
The larger implication of the paper I find to be the most important: niche construction-or the general phenomena of feedbacks between internal and external processes that entrain future outcomes-has played a central role in the evolution of hunter-gatherer ecology. Hunter-gatherers are not, nor have they ever been, passive players responding to environmental constraints. To varying extents, hunter-gatherers both adapt to their landscapes and adapt their landscapes. And we can see this archaeologically.
Christopher Morgan
Department of Anthropology, University of Nevada, Reno, MS 0096, 1664 North Virginia Street, Reno, Nevada 89557-0096, USA (ctmorgan@unr.edu). 15 X 18 In this article, Haas and Kuhn develop a robust, agent-based predictive model to generate very specific expectations for four very clear hypotheses derived from their basic idea that initial site use conditioned site reoccupations and occupational intensity. At this basic level, this is exactly the type of research I would like to see a lot more of: formal logic, mathematical models, and quantitative data all operating within a transparent hypothetico-deductive methodology. Their conclusion-that initial site use indeed played a major role in conditioning later settlement patterning-is an important one. It implies that site size variation and settlement choice result, essentially, from a kind of stochastic "founder effect" that affects future settlement decision-making.
To some degree, however, I think the authors overstate their case. Though they allude to the success of other types of predictive models, especially those based in some way on environmental parameters, they also claim that what conditions settlement choice is "partially, if not wholly, unknowable." I have to disagree. It is clear in many cases that phenomena like resource characteristics (Hevly 1983) , central place foraging decisions (Morgan 2009b) , and territoriality (Eerkens 1999) , just to name a few, have considerable effects on settlement decision-making. It is also clear, however, that stochastic processes have robust predictive power with regard to the same (Brantingham 2006) . In this context, I think Hass and Kuhn's real contribution consists of providing a good counterpoint to more traditional predictive modeling, one that if used in conjunction with appropriate ecologically based predictions, should result in both more accurate and precise prediction and explanation. As in Bayesian analysis, prior probabilities matter and often result in better models, only not in a contextual vacuum that disregards the fundamental human ecology of settlement decision-making.
I think the weakest part of this paper consists of the data used to address their hypothesis that "artifact quantity covaries partially with occupation span." A sample derived from "limited excavations" at one site that happened to be occupied for some 1,500 years provides no support either for or against their hypothesis. In my experience, many sites have similar occupational spans (and many, of course, have much longer ones). More importantly, we do not know what artifact assemblages look like at other single-use and recursively used sites in the area, so we cannot evaluate whether the data they report are of any consequence. Put simply, without comparison to other sites and site types, it is impossible to tell with any confidence how the data from Soro Mik'aya Patjxa relate to the occupational span hypothesis.
These criticisms aside, this paper makes a significant contribution to how we might use behavioral ecology to understand settlement patterns. As Hass and Kuhn hypothesize, this contribution hinges on the costs and benefits of recursive site use: materials, features, and artifacts left behind during previous occupations could be reused by later ones, thereby reducing the costs (and increasing the efficiency) of latter occupations. This is exactly the conclusion my coauthors and I reached in a recent experimental study we undertook to assess the costs of investing in common hunter-gatherer residential features (e.g., wickiups, housepits, storage pits, lean-tos; Morgan et al. 2018) . We found that though the initial costs of building such facilities were relatively low (less than a day's work for a family of four and about 2,500 kcal/person), not paying these costs in repeated successive occupations could conceivably result in substantially more efficient occupations, especially when compounded over 1,500 years or more.
More importantly, I think that Haas and Kuhn's work elicits some profound thinking about fundamental cultural evolutionary processes that might be revealed by settlement pattern analysis. This thinking hinges on the underlying explanation that Hass and Kuhn elide: what really determines why people reuse sites if not for nearby resources? I speculate that this type of decision-making relates as much to the costs and benefits of tool and feature reuse as to the costs and benefits of different types of culture transmission. There are, of course, many ways people learn and pass on knowledge (frequency-dependent bias, direct bias, indirect bias, etc.), but of all of them, individual trial-and-error learning is almost always the costliest way of deriving a new skill or set of knowledge (Richerson and Boyd 1992) . Finding the optimal site location that balances the benefits of proximity to resources with the demands of differential foraging goals (sensu Zeanah 2004) would rely on exactly this type of individual learning: one really would not know if one spot was better than another without testing all similar locations against one another. Rather, finding a place that works well enough (especially in the context of frequent residential moves) and then returning to that place time and again would reduce search time for new (and perhaps better) campsites, which in turn would reduce opportunity costs affiliated with site selection. Biased and recursive site occupation might thus not necessarily result in fitness maximization with regard to settlement choice, but it could result in other adaptively advantageous behaviors paid for by the reduced costs of learning where to camp. Of course, the probability of meeting up with other people, including those of the opposite sex, might be another benefit of returning to predefined locations, one with much more obvious evolutionary ramifications (but one that has been little explored with regard to modeling settlement patterns). One way to do so might be to apply Allee's principle to the ideal free distribution (Fretwell and Lucas 1969) , something also as yet absent in the increasingly prevalent use of this model in the archaeological literature (e.g., Codding and Jones 2013 Haas and Kuhn present a provocative archaeological agentbased model (ABM) to "predict structural properties of occupation intensity distributions" among hunter-gatherers within homogenous landscape. They apply this "simple nicheconstruction model . . . to deduce four predictions for emergent structure." These predictions were then verified with a hunter-gatherer settlement system constructed with archaeological data from the Lake Titicaca Basin in southeastern Peru (ca. 7,000-5,000 cal BP). This is an original and powerful contribution that integrates mathematics, archaeology, and computational science with standard model techniques to deal with the complex reality of hunter-gatherer mobility, opening promising multidisciplinary research.
The model assumes that the decision-making rule for hunter-gatherer mobility is biased by previous deposition of material resources at particular locations within homogeneous resource distribution. In this way, the model simulates processes of environmental niche construction and adaptation, where "the intrinsic environmental properties of a given location alone may not be able to account for an observed intensity of human occupation." That is, the habitual deposition of material resources at particular places on landscapes biases the future mobility decisions of energy-optimizing foragers. The authors hypothesize that constructed properties would determine reiterated occupation and artifact density on particular habitats. In their own words, mobility is "based on the spatial locations of materials that people carried and discarded, intentionally or unintentionally." The basic assumptions of the model depart from the definition of human as "tool users," which does not include the immaterial/ideological world included in the extrasomatic use of the material. They also say that the specific characteristics of the locations where people move (i.e., water sources, raw materials, hunting prey, ease of transit) are not driving forces on migratory moving processes. Natural resource structure (biomass productivity, precipitation, temperature, and latitude) is discarded, mainly because it can only account for the largest sites but not for variations on analogous environmental contexts. In other words, the main concern of the authors is explaining long-term larger occupational sites within homogeneous landscapes.
We estimate that models of foragers' decision to move in one direction or another and to select particular locations should include the intrinsic conditions of the places and the immaterial values that people assign to them. By excluding the presence of localized resources as a cofactor in the selection of places to settle, the model missed the influence of the distribution of resources (abundance, diversity, spatial dispersion) that varies greatly according to the ecological structure of a given area. The model works well within homogeneous distribution of resources, which would not be the case in regions with patches of distribution of resources such as deserts. The authors point out that "despite the extreme site size variation observed among Late Archaic sites . . . we were unable to identify any localized natural resources in spatial association with the largest sites." Given the characteristics of the chosen study area-precisely characterized for having homogeneous resources-it is not surprising that the influence of localized resources in the size of the sites was not detected or that they have not found any localized resources in the study area. In sum, by leaving the resource variable constant, how would the model test that resources are not influential, as suggested by the second prediction? Moreover, the authors stated that "we should also expect site size variation holding such environmental variables constant and even in the absence of such localized resources." The authors recognize the limitation by acknowledging that "a second extension of the working niche-construction model might consider how different degrees of environmental heterogeneity might affect the strength of preferential attachment to places" and that it is undeniable the "important role that natural environments play in structuring forager mobility, especially at large, interpatch scales where forager behavior and the associated material record is well accounted for by environmental structure."
The most critical point of the model is that the places to settle are not only chosen by the presence of natural resources, an issue difficult to approach archaeologically, especially for earlier epochs such as those dealt with in the paper. Ethnographically, it is known that certain places can be reoccupied over time redundantly, not by virtue of their resources but by virtue of other attributes, both intrinsic and extrinsic, whose values are enhanced by cultural factors, such as ideological ones. These values have proven to be tremendously important in structuring the mobility and settlement of hunter-gatherers (see, e.g., McBryde 1987). These factors could explain the query raised by the authors when they ask "why some rare locations experience accumulation over extremely long time frames."
For example, a simple confluence of rivers was a common reason to locate rock art sites that were used intensely, through successive events of artistic activities, expressed in a proliferation of rock art panels over time. These locations, without significant resources, contained instead intrinsic attributes (i.e., confluence of rivers) culturally valued for their ideological significance (Briones and Mondaca 2004) . These issues are also acknowledged by the authors: "we might concede that many of the social and environmental contingencies that go into settlement location and occupation intensity are largely beyond archaeological detection and satisfactory explanation."
Although it is plausible that under certain conditions reusing certain places can minimize the cost and risks of exploring new places, it is not clear how the first settlements were selected. What were the motivations behind the "founding effect"? What were the criteria or attributes to choose a particular place? It is not clear what is the theoretical basis for the "behavioral explanation for structural properties of huntergatherer settlement systems" proposed by the authors. They escape from this constraint with the following: "We begin with the premise that knowing a prehistoric forager's motivation for initially occupying a novel point within some environmental context is partially, if not wholly, unknowable. The contingencies that go into specific site selection may be quite complicated, historically contingent, and ephemeral." The model does not account for the motivations of individuals to reuse old locations, beyond the benefits that this could bring, as the authors argue. Nor does it account for the abandonment of old locations and the subsequent use of new locations over time, as is amply documented by the archaeological record in the Andean region.
To solve these constraints, the authors avoided constructing a complicated numerical ABM by excluding the wide array of endogenous and exogenous variables. This resulted in a parsimonious description exploring the structure of variation among forager site sizes within a given environment, with special attention given to the attachment to culturally constructed places, which are well described in the literature but rare for novel or founder occupation motivation.
The four predictions for the emergence of structure and settlement patterns deduced from the numerical ABM simulations fit well with the analyzed archaeological data from Lake Titicaca Basin. The model describes the behavior of foragers as a stochastic process that can be seen as a biased random walk that itself changes the structure of the landscape. This hypothesis recalls the modeling of chemotaxis in a biological context. Theoretical results show that there is a relationship between the initial mass (in this case, the number of foragers) and the chemoattractant parameter (in this case, the probability m) leading to clusters (see, e.g., Perthame 2004) . We estimate that this remark should be considered for exploration in the current model. For a landscape with a low density of foragers, it should be more likely to find small excursion paths and a low rate of encounter between foragers than in large, complex settlements.
In physics, a very extended rule is that nature tends to minimize the use of energy. While this assumption can be extended directly to modern humans, it does not represent quite clear thinking, for example, in complex religious systems. Among hunter-gatherer societies, however, it makes more sense (Brantingham 2003; Kuhn 1995) . The model incorporates this assumption by adding the element of planning in moving strategies, resulting in the notion that reuse, while apparently trivial, shows surprising scale structure and implications for archaeological settlement patterns.
One remarkable point is that "small differences in the initial conditions of site use and reuse can lead to radically different outcomes in overall occupation intensity of particular places on landscapes." Mathematically speaking, this implies either that steady states are not globally stable or that there is a set of steady states with different resource attraction locations. Eventually, the proposed model could be a chaotic dynamical system opening a whole set of theoretical implications. However, the nondeterministic characteristic of the working model is intrinsic to some stochastic structures and can be studied by different techniques, for example, the theory of open systems. Another possibility is to change the focus of the study to the probability of finding some particular configuration instead of studying the particular configuration itself. The authors addressed this by explicitly stating that the model can be understood as a "neutral model."
In sum, since a model is a simplification of a complex problem, variables have to be well stated and discussed. The present ABM is based on three main ideas: "obligate tool use, mobility, and energy optimization." If the authors consider expanding the model in the future, they might elaborate on more detailed descriptions, including landscape heterogeneity, despite the fact that the framework presented led to a set of testable predictions that are consistent with archaeological data. The present model is an implementation of the rule that with some probability m, foragers move to a new place that has been previously visited or randomly to a new location. In a scenario of a large m, results will depend on initial conditions of foragers depositing a unit of material culture. But even under this oversimplification, some statistical distributions can be observed and identified as predictions of the model. Alternatively, the second prediction (site size is independent of localized natural resources) could be more deeply studied to contrast it with the notion of heterogeneity on populations and self-organization patterns, which will also lead to span on homogeneous landscape scenarios. An alternative hypothesis is that the span of large and small locations could be the product of cultural differences between hunter-gatherer groups rather than revisitation of cultural settlements.
Above all, the model has the virtue of explaining the mobility and settlement of hunter-gatherers beyond the structure of resources, which has been overemphasized in huntergatherer studies. This is a relevant contribution and represents a turning point in most hunter-gatherer models.
Marcela Sepulveda
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Understanding the causes, motivations, and limitations of mobility, as well as its forms and durations, is one of the primary challenges of hunter-gatherer studies (e.g., Binford 1980; Brantingham 2006; Grove 2009; Hamilton et al. 2016; Kelly 1983) . Ethnographic information available about these societies has given rise to quantitative indicators that have been useful for building models that attempt precisely to explain the reasons for such displacement. Those include environmental/ ecological causes but also social and cultural ones; yet these studies emphasize external factors more often than the group's own decision-making process. In the authors' own words, the problem with studying remote hunter-gatherer societies isas in all archaeological research-that "archaeologists cannot observe movement per se," a reality that only increases the analytical challenge. The analysis of materials-usually lithics, along with their technologies, organization, and reductive sequences, but also the raw materials used-and the characterization of settlements by site type and function, location, size, and other aspects are all strategies that can be used to address the mobility of hunter-gatherer groups. Another approach is modeling, which involves the abstraction and reduction of reality via the definition and weighting of indicators deemed most relevant.
Haas and Kuhn fall here into the latter group of studies, proposing in their article a predictive model that allows them to "explain the distribution of site sizes within a given huntergatherer settlement system within a given environment" and attempting to show that "forager site size variation can be surprisingly structured and entails mobility decisions with preferential attachment to culturally constructed places on landscapes." For the authors, "simply by moving, modifying, and depositing materials on landscapes, people actively construct the ecological niches to which they adapt." This is a crucial point of their proposal that is based not on the optimization of resources but on "use of a socionatural landscape." Indeed, the authors attempt precisely to comprehend the reiterated use of certain locations over time, once a space had been occupied. Relying on a mathematical (agent-based) model, the authors deduce and evaluate four predictions, contrasting them with spatial records associated with hunter-gatherers of the Late Archaic period. They confine their analysis strictly to the lithic material present in a 41-km 2 area near the Ilave River, in the western watershed of Lake Titicaca in Peru, situated specifically in the Altiplano at 3,800-4,000 m asl.
The study describes and addresses a concrete case of mobility within an ecological niche with very homogeneous conditions and in which the "habitual deposition of material resources at places on landscapes biases the future mobility decisions of energy-optimizing foragers." By understanding the reutilization of locations with a preponderance of potentially recyclable resources as a deliberate, intentional act in a culturally constructed and not only environmentally determined landscape, the authors confirm their predictions almost entirely. Nevertheless, their study has the advantage of being focused on an environment that we could consider ideal, as the altitude conditions and seriously limits the availability of resources, including water. So they can reduce indicators studied. Their analysis has the added advantage of restricting understanding of movement to a limited area, which the authors themselves justify. This prompts one of our first observations, as while we understand that these decisions were merely methodological, we know that material evidence-employed here as diagnostic types (in this case, the lithic points, types 4D and 3F) recorded on the surface-is common in a region that is actually much more extensive, encompassing the highlands of southern Peru, western Bolivia, and northern Chile. Osorio et al. (2017) have called this space a megapatch, recognizing the need to understand the mobility of hunter-gatherers in this great macroregion as a shared tradition that dates as far back as the Early Archaic (10,500-8,000 years BP), and so it should not be surprising that knowledge of and the construction of dynamics of the Late Archaic had their origins in previous eras. But the authors fail to mention this in their work, as they also limit their study to a limited time span, based on the discovery of a single type of diagnostic object, whose morphology and metric typology are today rather questionable. Regarding the organization of mobility (Kuhn 1995) , any study should consider not a limited area alone but a broader area-although the authors expect that this should not affect the model. In effect, the mobility of huntergatherer groups in the Altiplano is part of a much more extensive settlement system or pattern, and thus in addition to considering the size of the sites, they should also identify concretely the activities carried out at each deposit (considering the entire assemblage of materials, instruments, and waste), which can differ from and even complement one another within a limited niche. Furthermore, they should provide details about that record-for example, the quantity and types of waste and other artifacts and the use and distribution of raw materialsthat could reveal large differences among the deposits identified in the Altiplano and their relation to the origin of the huntergatherers who used that space. In effect, it could very well be that there was not a single group that moved in the Altiplano but several entities that may have come together on specific occasions and occupied the most extensive sites, for example. Finally, basing the model on a limited area limits our view of the mobility of these groups, who transited through environments that were much more diverse than those observed in the Altiplano alone and included very different landscapes and rugged topography that displayed quite different conditions even over short distances. Added to this, given our experience in northern Chile, it seems problematic for these environments to omit taphonomic issues that affect the preservation of the deposits. The appearance of new material on the surface 18 years after the first collections were performed in the basin points to the scope of those processes.
Added to these observations related to the site configuration is that the model isolates hunter-gatherer mobility from all other processes occurring in their surroundings, when we know for a fact that during the Late Archaic, in addition to moving around and obtaining resources directly, these groups exchanged goods with other groups, some of whom were already sedentary (Castillo and Sepúlveda 2017) . These social interactions thereby affected the mobility dynamics of the hunter-gatherer groups themselves, through the development of circuits that were increasingly smaller and more circumscribed along archaic sites. We have to consider that people move to establish and to keep social relations with others (Tomasso and Porraz 2016) , an aspect not included by the authors. Additionally, the most extensive sites could well correspond to deposits left at meeting places or left along mobility routes that had been clearly established even thousands of years before, at particular landmarks related to the routes these groups traveled-or the specific activities they carried out-collective hunting spots, for example. Decontextualized not only from their natural but also their cultural environments, our understanding of the use of space and the reiterated use of specific places in that space can be only partial, at best.
The Late Archaic in the Andes was a space in which significant territories, cultural landscapes, places of memory, and cultural landmarks were constructed and cultural mapping took place (Tomasso and Porraz 2016) , in which the role of flows of information and the transmission of knowledge were key factors in the dynamics of the different social entities that inhabited those spaces. Understanding those broader aspects is therefore particularly important for understanding huntergatherer mobility, and as such it is necessary to attempt to value and weight indicators that may refer to those aspects (to enlarge this discussion, see also Brantingham 2006 , including the comments and reply).
Haas and Kuhn's work offers an interesting way of modeling and understanding decisions made by hunter-gatherers with regard to mobility, based on the material record dispersed in a particular environment with ideal conditions, without managing to go beyond a theoretical framework ruled by optimization. As they work with a model, we understand their simplification of reality, but we are persuaded of a greater complexity. At the end of their work, they also offer interesting possibilities for broadening their study, as well as acknowledging their own limitations, an apt reflection for a work still in progress and one that invites us to rethink our approach to hunter-gatherer mobility in the Andean highlands. We agree that there is a need to further develop, broaden, and renew our way of analyzing the mobility of these Archaic groups in order to better understand those entities who lived in the shadow of the Andes's highest peaks for more than 10,000 years and who were the precursors of later traditional Andean societies-societies that, as we well know, had a particular cultural geography that was far removed from paradigms of optimization. Recent years have witnessed a growing appreciation of huntergatherer niche-construction processes and their feedback effects within coupled human-natural systems (e.g., Bird et al. 2016; Bliege Bird et al. 2013; Collard et al. 2011; Laland and O'Brien 2010; Riede 2011; Riel-Salvatore 2010; Riel-Salvatore and Negrino 2018; Rowley-Conwy and Layton 2011) . But while claims of hunter-gatherer niche-construction behavior pepper the archaeological literature, lacking is a cohesive body of theory and operable models with clear archaeological predictions and test implications to asses them (cf. Zeanah 2017) . With this article, Haas and Kuhn take an important step toward redressing this by carefully crafting and testing a formal model concerned with understanding the extent to which an exclusively cultural variable-the reuse of discarded material culture-influences hunter-gatherer settlement behavior and emergent structure. Their contention that extant sites serve as de facto resource patches-attracting foragers by reducing provisioning costs while growing in supply in a catalytic process that leads to skewed site size distributions and occupation spans-is borne out by their agent-based model and subsequent case study.
Archaeologists, often citing Binford (1983) , frequently express the view that suboptimal conditions generated by previous occupations (e.g., local resource depression or noisome waste/pests) deter mobile hunter-gatherers from reinhabiting the same locale. While this is in many cases true, broader ethnographic and archaeological readings reveal that campsite reoccupations-many at least partly motivated to take advantage of accumulated materials or food patches-are in fact not uncommon (e.g., Bailey and Galanidou 2009; Buenger and Goodrick 2017; Cribb 1996; Eerkens 2003; Gorecki 1991; LaBelle 2010; Nadel et al. 2004; Peterson 1968 Peterson , 1973 Politis 2007; Smith and McNees 2011; Stewart, Parkington, and Fisher 2011; Vaquero et al. 2012; Wandsnider 2008) . Huntergatherer settlement decisions were clearly affected by the visible material residues of previous such decisions. I applaud the authors for their analysis of how this process plays out and its predictable effects on archaeological settlement patterns. There are many other, more detailed aspects of this paper that are praiseworthy. In my remaining space, though, I wish to highlight what I suggest are several vulnerabilities of the model that may hinder its ability to gain traction. I do this not to disparage but rather in the spirit of helping broaden its applicability.
First, opportunities to recruit Haas and Kuhn's model in the interpretation of settlement structure would seem heavily contingent on local environmental structure. The landscapes under scrutiny in the study are either wholly (simulated) or largely (case study) undifferentiated with regard to natural resource distributions. Though I appreciate the need to keep things simple in order to hold constant as many variables as possible, I wonder how broadly the resulting patterns can be extrapolated to less homogeneous settings. If settlement decisions in the latter are dictated more by dietary concerns than material provisioning, it may be useful in future to model such decisions on a sliding scale of resource patchiness from homogenous/predictable (material provisioning dominated) to heterogeneous/volatile (dietary provisioning dominated). Moreover, many material resource types (flakeable rock, firewood, etc.) vary independently from one another in terms of abundance, distribution, and quality, while others (bone, horn, antler, skins, sinew, shells, plant fibers for tools, clothing, shelters, etc.) cannot be cleanly isolated from variability in the dietary resources from which they derive.
A more practical concern is with geomorphological variability. As skillfully demonstrated, Haas and Kuhn's model works well in their highly specific case study location on the Andean Plateau. But how useful is it for predicting or detecting such niche-construction behaviors in geomorphological settings more dynamic than the wet puna? Likoaeng, a southern African Later Stone Age site mentioned by the authors early in the paper, is a case in point. The layers of this repeatedly inhabited site are often separated by sterile silts and sands . This is a consequence of the site's location in a deep river valley of a highly erosive landscape. These recurrent alluvial depositions would have concealed signs of previous encampments. Similarly, regions with dense forests, sandy deserts, or persistent snow cover all seem unlikely to foster regular site reoccupation on the basis of visible material residues alone. This brings me to my final point, which is that I think Haas and Kuhn too readily brush aside alternative cultural motivations for reinhabiting specific places in hunter-gatherer landscapes. Fission-fusion cycles-fundamental to mobile lifeways and likely of considerable antiquity among Homo sapiens-are given particularly short shrift. The authors suggest that fission-fusion dynamics do not explain why certain rare locales experience long-term material accumulation, but again that seems likely to be true only for environments with evenly distributed resources. In most environments, feeding many mouths during an annual aggregation phase(s) means large gatherings around spatiotemporally redundant concentrations of key dietary resources. Returning to Likoaeng, this site's immense assemblages of fish bones, their low species diversity, and its position astride rocky rapids all point toward it having hosted large springtime aggregations of people scheduled to exploit specific taxa of spawning freshwater fish Plug, Mitchell, and Bailey 2010; Stewart and Mitchell 2018) .
But we must also acknowledge the possibility that specific places were repeatedly inhabited or used for largely or purely ideological reasons, including religious purposes and associated ritual performance. Discussing the use of such sacred places in hunter-gatherer ethnographies, Whallon (2016) emphasizes their importance as "nodes in networks of movement required by cycles of ceremonies which must be carried out in some regular and recurrent basis to fulfill the requirements of various religious, belief, and symbolic systems" (268). Iterated over hundreds or thousands of years, might the tight spatial redundancy of such gatherings produce a similar settlement pattern as that predicted by Haas and Kuhn? If so, this could be viewed for the following reasons as working complementary, rather than in opposition, to their model: Whallon (2011) and others (e.g., Minc 1986; Minc and Smith 1989; Rockman 2003) have suggested that hunter-gatherers embed ecological information within systems of belief and religious practice to enhance the spatiotemporal accuracy and transmission of such adaptive information and that this extends to ceremonial mobility and associated gatherings (Whallon 2016) . The embedding of adaptive information in religious tradition is argued to be particularly pronounced in extremely patchy environments, where premiums on acquisition and storage of fresh and accurate information are high. Spatially redundant gatherings motivated by ritual and ceremony should thus be more common in heterogeneous resource settings. Though speculative, I wonder whether this represents a sort of ideological nicheconstruction behavior that-while triggered at the opposite (spatiotemporally discontinuous) end of the spectrum of resource configuration from its material reuse counterpart (spatiotemporally continuous)-might nonetheless influence settlement structure in analogous ways.
These questions and critiques notwithstanding, Haas and Kuhn's contribution provides a much-needed testable model for a specific form of hunter-gatherer niche construction with clear archaeological implications and showcases its power for creating a fuller and more realistic picture-given the right conditions-of emergent ancient behavioral systems. While I hope that in future work they attempt to incorporate more diverse environments and nonmaterial concerns into their explorations of persistent places, I eagerly look forward to next steps.
Reply
We thank the 10 commentators for evaluating our argument and offering their insights, which have challenged us to sharpen our thinking on the hypothesis of forager mobility in constructed environments. The comments seem to indicate general agreement that some form of systemic preferential attachment behavior-as opposed to some postdepositional process or sampling error-likely drove extreme site size variation in prehistoric hunter-gatherer settlement systems. We are furthermore reassured by Grove's, Hamilton's, and Santoro's encouraging assessments of our application of agent-based modeling for generating archaeologically testable predictions.
We will begin by discussing a concern raised by Bettinger about our theoretical starting point in ecological niche construction. We then go on to consider alternative mechanisms to account for the major empirical pattern of interest-extreme site size variation in hunter-gatherer settlement systems. Nearly all commentators identified one or more alternatives, including guided variation in site selection, environmental structure, fission-fusion dynamics, functional differentiation, and metaphysical cultural meaning. We consider each of these in turn to evaluate their explanatory merits relative to the constructed environments model that our paper puts forth. We show that while each alternative is valid and offers plausible accounts of certain predictions, each falls short of anticipating one or more of the empirical patterns under consideration. This leads us to conclude that the alternative behaviors likely contributed less than niche construction to the cultural systems under investigation. Last, we will address concerns about evaluating the model in certain ecological and sampling contexts.
On Niche-Construction Theory Our reference to niche-construction theory (NCT) raises concern with Bettinger who argues that NCT has added little substance to archaeological research. He suggests that "just about everything humans do has longitudinal feedback effects that can be construed as niche construction, but very little of what we have learned about these varied behaviors owes much to niche-construction theory." We agree with Bettinger here (Stiner and Kuhn 2016) . We note that our use of the term "constructed environments" serves to highlight endogenous drivers of human mobility in contrast to the exogenous ones that hunter-gatherer anthropologists have tended to emphasize. While our model does derive conceptual inspiration from NCT, we note that it also derives key insights from optimal foraging theory, statistical physics, complex systems theory, and neutral theory. That these diverse perspectives point to a similar theoretical end point-recursive land-use dynamics and extreme site size variation among hunter-gatherers-suggests a theoretical consilience (Wilson 1998) . The name of the theoretical starting point is less important to us than the extent to which we have gained insight into the processes of human mobility and archaeological site formation.
Guided Variation
Bettinger also proposes a guided variation model as an alternative explanation for the observed forager settlement patterns. Morgan alludes to a similar mechanism. Bettinger captures the gist of the model as follows: "the place worked for them and nothing much has changed, so it ought to work for us." This mechanism posits that previously occupied places serve as analytical shortcuts to identifying high-productivity natural resource areas. He proposes that the model entails strong preferential attachment to places consistent with our prediction 1. It is easy to understand why people might identify a place with debris from previous occupations as a safe and acceptable campsite. However, it is not self-evident that the quantity of debris would be identified as proportionately safer or more acceptable. In contrast, the quantity of debris at a place does index proportionately more opportunities to find materials to reuse. So we are unconvinced that the guided variation model entails runaway material accumulation at few sites, per prediction 1 of our model. Similarly, it is unclear how such a model predicts skewed variation in site areas (our prediction 4). The guided variation model does, however, anticipate highly variable occupation spans (our prediction 3).
The predictions of the two models also diverge in how they articulate with environmental structure. Our cultural resource model predicts that recursive land-use practices and thus extreme site size variation should transcend environmental structure, occurring even in the most homogeneous environments because geographic heterogeneity emerges from human land use (our prediction 2). Because Bettinger's guided variation model privileges natural resources-that is, it is agnostic on the role of culturally constructed resources-we should expect the behavior to vary by environmental structure. The greatest benefit ought to arise in patchy environments, where some foraging territories are intrinsically more productive than others and foragers seek them out. In contrast, the least benefit ought to occur in uniform environments where all foraging territories are roughly equivalent. In fact, guided variation in site selection would be self-destructive in homogeneous environments because high-frequency reoccupation of a few particular locations would preferentially exhaust local natural resources while fundamentally limiting access to untapped resources at other environmentally equivalent locales.
To be sure, such environmental degradation is to be expected in our constructed environments model as well, but those costs are offset by the time savings associated with recycling cultural materials. To salvage the guided variation model, some direct economic benefit is required to offset the costs of environmental degradation in homogeneous environments.
This critical difference between the two models leads to a related set of competing predictions. Our cultural resource model intrinsically suggests recycling of cultural materialsfor example, reuse of houses, lithics, and groundstone. The guided variation model, in contrast, is agnostic on the recycling of cultural materials. Although we did not specifically examine the extent to which recycling was observed in our Altiplano archaeological case study, we note that material recycling is well known from archaeological contexts (Barkai, Lemorini, and Vaquero 2015) . Moreover, Haas, Surovell, and O'Brien (2019) recently evaluated this expectation in an ethnoarchaeological study of residentially mobile herder-foragers in the Mongolian Taiga. They directly or indirectly observed recycling of previously deposited cultural materials in five of six camp reoccupations. Again, guided variation may be at play, but an additional parameter is needed to explain recycling. The constructed environments model captures both reoccupation and recycling with a single behavior.
We therefore suspect that guided variation played a lesser role in hunter-gatherer site reoccupation. This conclusion is similar to one recently reached by Richerson (2019) . In a simple thought experiment involving the value of a farm, he observes that although a naive purchaser of a farm would certainly benefit materially from land improvements made by previous owners (i.e., niche construction), the information content in such farm improvements (i.e., guided variation) would do little to enhance the new owner's farming abilities.
Fission-Fusion Dynamics
Grove, Sepulveda, and Stewart raise the possibility that social interests could be at play. Grove juxtaposes our environmental construction mechanism against a hierarchical fission-fusion mechanism that he previously put forth to account for extreme site size variation in prehistoric agricultural settlement systems (Grove 2011) . This model imagines that site size variation is a function of differential population aggregation as opposed to differential reoccupation. Whereas the former is largely a synchronous process, the latter is diachronic. He proposes a simple empirical test to compare the efficacy of the two competing models. He argues that whereas our model implies a continuum of occupancy at a given site, fission-fusion entails occupational hiatuses. He then analyzes the temporal frequency distribution of 14 C data at Soro Mik'aya Patjxa, finding evidence in support of occupational hiatuses and thus the fission-fusion model.
In fact, our working model does not actually predict continuous occupation as Grove suggests. Figure 4 of our manuscript reveals highly variable occupation spans across a large range of site sizes, which entails long hiatuses at many sites. Such occupational hiatuses follow from the fact that there is no material degradation built into the model-a reasonable assumption for durable materials such as stone, which allows foragers to discover usable materials at sites long after their abandonment. We therefore do not see Grove's test as valid for discriminating between our diachronic model and his synchronic model.
A more fundamental deficiency of Grove's fission-fusion model, in the strict sense, is that it does include a mechanism that compels mobile foragers to reoccupy particular locations on landscapes once a fusion event is over. The model must therefore add an additional parameter, such as a localized natural or constructed resource, to ensure fusion events occur at particular locations and thus achieve the same level of explanatory power as our single-parameter model. This suggests to us that reoccupancy was a more substantial force than fission-fusion dynamics in driving site size variation in huntergatherer settlement systems. The case may be different for agricultural settlement systems, where site occupancy is relatively synchronous.
Morgan hints at an intriguing possibility that marries the guided variation and fission-fusion models. He suggests that predictable camp locations may be adaptive for increasing the probability of making social connections. Here as in the guided variation model, the material dimensions of previous occupations signal some other currency of interest-social interaction, in this case-rather than offering some intrinsic economic value to the foragers who detect them. This is an interesting and plausible model. However, if the guided variation and fission-fusion models are overengineered, as we have argued, then this three-parameter model would be even more so.
Functional Differentiation
Morgan, Santoro, and Sepulveda suggest functionalist models to account for hunter-gatherer site size variation. Sepulveda contends that it is important to carefully examine how occupation intensity covaries with assemblage type under the reasonable assumption that different activities should be associated with different rates of artifact deposition. We have opted not to pursue an explicitly functionalist interpretation of site size variation for two reasons-one theoretical and the other empirical. From the theoretical perspective, Binford (1982) observed that functional classification of hunter-gatherer sites is notoriously problematic because of the tendency of huntergatherers to use the same place for different purposes at different times. We should therefore not expect to observe clear site differentiation when places are used repeatedly.
From an empirical perspective, the Late Archaic Period lithic surface assemblages that are the subject of our study are notably uniform. Projectile points overwhelmingly dominate tool assemblages, with scrapers present but rare. We are unable to identify any readily apparent functional differentiation among sites of different sizes. We suspect that formal statistical analysis would be unable to rule out the possibility that small sites are merely statistical subsets of large sites in most cases. Admittedly, we have not explicitly tested this proposition.
Franco raises a related concern in our use of projectile points as a metric of site size. We assume that the problem here is that projectile points entail a specific function or set of functions. By extension, sites with projectile points served specific functions, such as hunting camps. Thus the artifact quantities we observe reflect intensity of those activities and not occupation intensity per se. We agree that our use of projectile points as demographic proxy is imperfect. Nonetheless, we believe it is appropriate for our purpose. We are assured by the fact that site size and site area are correlated. Because site area takes into account the full range of artifact types, the correlation suggests that projectile point counts are a reasonable proxy for artifact quantities more generally. From a practical standpoint, projectile points are the only artifact class that allows relatively large sample sizes from many sites with a degree of temporal control. Franco presciently suggests using obsidian artifact counts as a viable alternative metric, with hydration for temporal control. We agree that the approach could provide a check on our projectile point proxy, while recognizing that obsidian also suffers from the same functional limitation as projectile points. Moreover, obsidian was not used by Archaic populations in the Ilave Basin study region and so is not an option for this case study.
Franco also questions our exclusion of planning and geographic distance. Though we acknowledge that these would have been undeniably important in hunter-gatherer camp selection, we have chosen to set them aside because we have no theoretical reason to believe that they are directly relevant to the question at hand. Specifically, it is impossible to predict why use of specific locations would be planned to different degrees on a relatively homogeneous landscape. We could only add planning into the equation post hoc. Moreover, the small geographic extent of our study makes geographic distance a trivial variable.
Santoro raises another related possibility-that size variation reflects cultural differences. Here it is imagined that site size variation is the product of distinct cultural groups. This could be the case but only if different cultural groups who laid out their camps differently or lived in groups of different sizes also produced the same projectile point styles in the same valley. In principle, one could examine the more subtle design traits of projectile points or other material aspects of the associated sites to determine whether they covary with site size, but that would be another study.
Geologic Process
Sepulveda raises the concern that taphonomic process may be influencing our results, citing the fact that we were able to recollect large quantities of projectile points 18 years after initial investigations. In other words, the geology must be quite dynamic if so many artifacts surfaced in that time. Taphonomic processes have certainly affected site size variation in our study. However, the fact that we observed the same basic pattern 18 years apart suggests to us that the observed statistical patterns are remarkably stable despite such taphonomic processes. The process largely responsible for the exposure of artifacts on the surface is agricultural plowing, which tends to randomize artifact exposure and burial within sites. We furthermore note that the geologic surfaces examined have been stable throughout much of the Holocene (Rigsby, Baker, and Aldenderfer 2003) , and the site boundaries rarely correspond to erosional features. We therefore have little reason to suspect that geologic processes contribute much to the patterns examined in our analysis.
Stewart raises a different question related to geology. He rightly notes that the burial of occupations would obscure material affordances, preventing subsequent occupants from identifying them and thus reoccupying the location per our constructed environments model. He points to Likoaeng, a multicomponent hunter-gatherer site in South Africa, as an example of thick artifact-sterile strata alternate with cultural strata, suggesting periods in which the material record would have been invisible on the surface. Indeed, such an observation would not be predicted by our environmental construction model. However, closer inspection of Likoaeng site structure suggests that it violates the assumption of ecological homogeneity. The site appears to be associated with a natural rockshelter. Mitchell, Plug, and Bailey (2008) state, "[Sediment] deposition took place against an exposed sandstone rock face that runs along the south side of the Likoaeng stream and southward parallel to the Senqu. It became apparent during excavation that a buried overhang, probably of some size, is present within this rock face. . . . We believe that this probably formed the original focus of human activity" (83). Thus a localized natural affordance, which was exposed and visible in the past, may account for reoccupations spanning periods of site burial in that particular case. Moreover, there is no reason to suspect that sediment aggradation at the larger sites was slower and more regular than at the smaller sites.
Metaphysical Cultural Meaning
Clark points out that foragers reoccupy locations for a variety of reasons that are not always economic. The "metaphysical cultural meaning" of places offers one such alternative motivation. Santoro and Stewart echo this model. Clark cites the human burials at Soro Mik'aya Patjxa (SMP) as evidence, supposing that the high concentration of burials index ideological motivations for reoccupying the site. We agree that such dynamics could have been at play in any given huntergatherer system, including the system that we examined.
It is also worth asking how particular places become meaningful. In Keith Basso's remarkable examination of Western Apache place-names, he notes that the majority of toponyms are purely descriptive. Still, some places are identified with noteworthy events, and people may take care to name places that they want to recall, places that are good to know about or good to avoid. However, even the purely descriptive toponyms are tightly woven into narratives of mundane and historically important events (Basso 1984) . Consequently, the meaningfulness of a place may not be independent of its occupational history. The places where people spend a lot of time will be talked about a lot and will enter into the lexicon of known and meaningful places. An oft-occupied location is more likely to have been the stage for memorable events, and a place with lots of usable material left over from past occupations is good to know about.
While acknowledging the important role of cultural meaning in camp selection, we hesitate to exclude the alternative extreme that, at least in some times and places, foragers were acutely attuned to the economic calculus of camp reoccupancy. We furthermore hesitate to assume that human burial assemblages evidence ideological attractions to place, especially when those places show domestic refuse, as at SMP (Haas and Viviano Llave 2015) . Natural death rates might offer a more parsimonious explanation for the burial concentration in such cases. If SMP were occupied for just 1 month per year for 1,500 years by families of four, the total occupancy would represent 180,000 person-days. Given a life expectancy of 40 years, we would expect about 12 deaths at that location by chance alone. These parameter values are well within reason, and so we cannot reject the possibility that the concentration of human burials reflects natural death rates as opposed to metaphysical attachment and preferential burial at the site. Even if we were to accept a metaphysical argument, one would still have to explain how such recursive land-use practices could offset the costs of environmental degradation discussed above (see "Guided Variation").
Natural Resource Structure
Bettinger, Morgan, Stewart, Santoro, and Franco all expressed varying degrees of skepticism about our conclusion that internal dynamics could explain extreme site size variation in forager settlement systems. Bettinger points out that highly localized resources such as springs ought to preferentially draw foragers to reoccupy specific locations. We agree, at least at a general level. Hence, our assertion that the results presented here "do not undermine the undeniably important role that natural environments play in structuring forager mobility, especially at large, interpatch scales where forager behavior and the associated material record is well accounted for by environmental structure." What does this mean for the specific example of springs that Bettinger highlights? Imagine five springs distributed across a forager territory. Each spring has similar outflow and is located in similar environmental contexts. A strictly environmental model would predict that occupation intensity at each should thus be similar. The constructed environments model, in contrast, predicts that one spring would experience far greater occupation intensity than the other four. So even when localized resources attract more occupation than other parts of the landscape, the constructed dimensions of those springs anticipates an additional level of variation in occupation intensity.
Drawing further from the hypothesis that natural environments structure site selection, Morgan takes issue with our claim that the initial impetus for camp selection may be unknowable: " [Haas and Kuhn] also claim that what conditions settlement choice is 'partially, if not wholly, unknowable.' I have to disagree." The highlighted phrase is taken out of context. We stated that "knowing a prehistoric forager's motivation for initially occupying a novel point within some environmental context is partially, if not wholly, unknowable" (emphasis in original). The point here is that when all other environmental parameters are equivalent, it may be difficult or impossible to know why a forager chose to occupy this or that particular spot for the first time. As obligate dwellers of houses, most contemporary humans occupy extremely localized spaces. One may choose to camp by a river, but why they chose to place their camp here and not 200 m over there along the same linear feature may be difficult to know archaeologically.
On Model Complexity and Parsimony
Our consideration of the six alternative models and their variants reveals a common thread in our responses. We perceive a lack of theoretical parsimony in the alternative models relative to the constructed environment model. The environmental and fission-fusion models do not include an explicit mechanism for drawing individuals back to highly specific locations on landscapes. The environmental models furthermore cannot account for extreme site size variation within homogeneous environments. The guided variation and metaphysical culture meaning models similarly cannot account for why such behavior should exist in homogeneous environments where the costs of reoccupancy would be high due to environmental degradation. Each of these alternatives can only be salvaged by the addition of a mechanism that adds some direct economic benefit to high-frequency reoccupation of highly localized places. The alternatives therefore require additional complexity without increasing explanatory power beyond what is achieved with the constructed environments model.
Sepulveda is "persuaded of a greater complexity." We agree. Reality is always more complex than cognitively finite humans can hope to construct. But that does not mean that simple models are not useful. Just because local road networks are more complex than what is shown on my road map does not mean I should replace it with a 1∶1 scale map. If the goal were to enumerate all of the behaviors that contribute to camp selection among foragers, then we would certainly want to include all of the behaviors identified by the individuals who commented on this paper and then some. However, our goal is to understand whether attractions of constructed environments could have been a major behavioral driver of the extreme site size variation seen in many sets of hunter-gatherer archaeological sites. We argue that the constructed environments model offers a good first approximation, simultaneously minimizing free parameters while accounting for the most empirical variation. Finding the appropriate level of model specificity furthermore helps us understand the major drivers of key features in the evolution of hierarchy and sedentism in human societies. Overspecificity risks misidentification of underlying mechanisms. Nonetheless, more detailed exploration of this case or alternative applications may show where the model is insufficient and where other factors must be given greater weight.
Application of the Model
Clark, Stewart, and Santoro express concern about applying the model to certain environments. Clark observes that our analysis would not be possible where differential burial and preferential excavation of large sites biases samples. Even without systematic recovery at a regional scale, we feel that the constructed environments model could serve as a candidate hypothesis when trying to interpret few large sites. Occupation spans and quantitative comparisons between measures of occupation intensity and environmental productivity at a few sites of interest could lend insights in such cases. Recycling is another prediction that can be evaluated in the cases Clark mentions.
Franco proposes that the model predictions would be more difficult to evaluate in patchy environments under the premise that it would be hard to parse the relative contributions of natural and constructed resources. We agree that such application is more difficult, though, we think, not impossible. In fact, Garvey recognizes an elegant solution to this problem when she states that "our ability to identify anthropic niche construction in a heterogeneous environment hinges on the presence of two or more equally rich patches with notably unequal prehistoric use intensities." We can extend her notion to an approach that could take advantage of a larger range of environmental variation. Following an old game plan in archaeology (site-catchment analysis), one could derive estimates of environmental productivity in the foraging radii of each site in a study area. Under the assumption that environmental productivity ought to positively predict some measure of site size, the structure of variation in the residuals would suggest the presence or absence of feedback processes in the system. A residual distribution with low variance, such as one that can be approximated by a Poisson model, would suggest an absence of nonlinear feedback dynamics. A residual model with overdispersion, such as one that could be approximated by a gamma model, would suggest feedback dynamics and thus variation that is not readily predicted by the environment alone.
Garvey's analysis stands apart as the one commentary that extends our model. She explains variation in the probability of moving to lithic tools previously deposited on landscapesour m term. She argues that not only is natural raw material availability important for the strength of preferential attachment to culturally deposited materials but also that this should interact with reliance on stone tools and the probability that discarded tools have remaining utility. She shows that there may be forces working in opposition such that the conditions where locating deposited cultural materials are the most difficult are the least likely to promote their deposition. Her rationale suggests that the degree of preferential attachment to previously discarded lithic tools-and thus the exponent of the power function-may be constant across environmental gradients. This is an intriguing observation that undermines our claim that raw material availability ought to predict the strength of preferential attachment. Garvey's extension gives us much to consider, though space does not permit further exploration here.
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